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All are Invited Back: to La Salle
Michael J. Diccicco, '71, President of the La Salle University Alumni Association
MAYBE IT'S ONE OF THOSE CHICKEN OR EGG IDEAS:

Do great tmiversities spawn active, enthusiastic, caring,
and giving alumni?
Or is it the alunrni who play an essential role in making
their universities great?
If I asked either of my adult kids those questions,
there's a chance I'd get the rolled eyeballs and
the anthem response of their generation :
"Whatever, Dad."
Pay attention , offspring: For once,
I agree ~ ith you. It doesn't matter
which came first. The point is that,
in today's world especially, great
universities and engaged alumni
are inextricably connected-and
you never seem to have one
without the other.
La Salle University President
Brother Michael McGinniss
believes this passionately.
Developing a stronger and more
involved alumni body has been one of
the continuing goals of his administration
from day one. And, in the street speak of our
times, he has put La Salle money where his mouth
is, significantly increasing the funding and support
for all Alunmi Relations activities.
More than tl1at, Br. Mike has sounded tl1is theme of
alumni involvement loudly and often-in person at Alumni
Association board meetings, at academic convocations,
at athletic events, at Reunion and Homecoming. Unfailingly,
he makes sure tl1at his audience knows tl1is is not a simple
request for donations, though he typically smiles and
acknowledges, "We need those, too." Br. Mike's remarks
are focused on alumni engagement. No subtlety here:
He sees La Salle alumni as an integral component of
La Salle University.
As President of your Alumni Association, I often ask
myself the obvious question: Are we responding to his call?

I think so . In my two-year term, I've had the chance
to see-firsthand-significant growth in tl1e richness and
diversity of almnni involvements:
• It is not unusual to encounter alums on campus late into
the evenings (on "school" nights, no less ), heading to
or coming from committee and advisory board meetings
for our many alumni voltmteer organizations.
• I get enthused seeing a greater number
of alumni attending all kinds of La Salle
events and activities-and I'm doubly
excited when I hear some version
of the phrase, "It's been yearsI'm glad I came back."
We now have active alumni
•
clubs in more than 15 cities and
counties around the country. And,
just tlus past fall, when we reached
out to alumni to support La Salle
student recruiting efforts, we got
nearly 100 volunteers involved with
tl1e Alum11i Adnussion Network.
Candidly, though, we need more.
While many of our more than 40,000 alumni
are actively involved with La Salle, tl1is U11iversity,
tl1e Christian Brothers who taught us, and (you'll hear
more of tlus ) tl1e Lasallian mission need more of us willing
to get engaged.
To that end, yom Almmu Association has worked
for tl1e last two years under a simple theme: Bigger Circles,
Tighter C01rnections. The thought is based on a graphic
view of all alunrni as a series of concentric circles, each
one representing a different level of "connectedness"
to the center of tl1e circle, La Salle. And it is your Alumni
Association's hope tl1at we will continue to draw more
and more of us toward tl1at center, constantly enlarging the
circle of "closely connected" and continually strengtl1ening
our bonds with the University.
Think about it, please. Your role witlun La Salle University
need not have ended witl1 graduation.
We are looking for more than a few good Explorersand we're looking for you now.
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BY THOMAS W. DURSO

THE WEATHER ON THE WEST COAST
WAS LOUSY THAT NIGHT.

As the La Salle graduate peered
out his window, he wondered if the
University alumni event he was to
attend would still be held. It was too
late for him to call and check on its
status, so he hunkered down in front
of his computer, logged on to hi
mylasalle account, and, with just a few
clicks, discovered that the gathering
wa till a go, bad weather and all. And
so he headed out into the foreboding
evening, reconnected with fellow alrnnni,
and had him elf a grand time catching
up and reminiscing about hi time
at 20th and Olney.
That omeone would take advantage
of online resources to confirm scheduling is hardly a startling revelation.
But for La Salle, the story is a small
but telling reflection of what tl1e
University has done to upgrade its
relations witl1 alumni-not only what
it communicates to its graduates but
also how, and where.
At the same time, the school's
Alumni A sociation bas undergone
eminal strategic changes of its own,
professionalizing its operations and
upplementing its history and legacy
with an infusion of fresh faces and
diverse ideas.
The aims are many: To reconnect
alumni with tl1eir alma mater and witl1
one another. To become a value-added
resource for alumni and students.
To enrich the La Salle University
name and reputation witl1 an awarene
of the common traits that link all alums,
regardless of when they graduated
or where tl1ey settled. And to solicit
and receive much-needed support
for a dynamic, evolvi ng school that
many of its graduates who have drifted
away would be surprised at and
impressed with .

Dominic Grosso, '73,
M.B.A. '81
At work: Grosso has been Vice
Pre ident and Chief Information Officer
for AAA Mid-Atlantic since 1996, overseeing
communication systems and technologies
for 3.4 million members throughout 76 AAA
locations in five states and Washington, D.C.
At La Salle: Grosso is Chair of the University's
Computer Science Advisory Board.
Why have you chosen to remain involved at La Salle?
I fell in love with La Salle for a lot of different reasons . The professors took
a very caring approach with students-they weren't interested in numbers, they
were interested in the wellbeing of every student. That philosophy bas helped
me since my first management position because, at La Salle, I learned that
good leadership and individual attention are major ingredients for success
in accomplishing goals.
How has this involvement benefited you?
I have met a lot of great people who have broadened my point of view
and helped me to stay sharp in the work tl1at I do . The students of today are
the employees of tomorrow, so my involvement with the advisory board and
interactions with students have helped me to be alert to the skills and qualities
that the next generation of workers will bring to the workplace. Plus, it gives
me a good feeling to do something good for La Salle.
How do you think La Salle benefits from the involvement of its alumni?
The more alumni are tuned into what is happening on campus, the more they
will pass the word about the quality of the education and enhance the University's
reputation. Our Computer Science Advisory Board's IT panel events will
assist alumni who work in computer science or information technology fields
in driving La Salle's reputation at their companies around the region, which
benefits students and can contribute to the growth of La Salle's programs.

"The more we can draw people in,
the more they're going to go out and
spread the word," said James Al1ern, '70,
incoming President of the Alumni
As ociation. "It become a viral-type
thing. One tells two, and n,vo tell four,
and four tell eight."

FOCUS ON ALUMNI
Few things frustrate university
administrators more than hearing
tl1eir institution called a well -kept

secret, especially when there are tl1ings
wortl1 sharing.
Faculty scholarship, capital improvements, student achievements, service
immersions-thriving universities
feature all of these and much more.
But unless their variou publicscurrent and pro pective students and
parents, alumni, the media, funding
organizations-know about such
activities, it becomes much more
SPRING 2007
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AMONG MORE THAN 40,000 LA SALLE

alumni, the fellowship of other alumni
can be powerful and beneficial to all,
both personally and professionally.
The Office of Alumni Relations
and the Alumni Association foster
opportunities for alumni to connect
with one another and the University
by offering programs and services
of interest to alumni.
The needs and interests of alumni
are met through four general areas:
classes, clubs, careers, and communication. These four areas are the channels
for alumni to commune through social,
service, and professional activities,
all in the name of La Salle University.
The 4 C's also help La Salle communicate
the importance of its volunteer
alumni by identifying and
developing future
alumni leaders.

difficult for
the school to
continu e them .
Recruiting, fund raising, and external
validation are among the very important
fac tors deeply affected by public
perception. For a Catholic university
to continue its good and vital work,
work that educates today's and
tomorrow's leaders and that instills
necessary values during often-turbulent
times, a certain amount of recognition
is vital .
4
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Classes

Clubs

One of the most common ways in
which alumni identify with each other
is through their graduating class. Since
the beginning of La Salle's Alumni
Relations Program in the 1950s,
La Salle has ho ted class Reunions.
Fifty years later, Reunions are still
the cornerstone of the Alumni
Relations Program.
In more recent years, class programming has evolved to include Reunions
with clusters of classes or affinities.
Some class committees invite the
classes that graduated before and after
them to their Reunions. Other class
committees organize mini Reunions
at La Salle's Homecoming. Also,
alumni who were involved in
sororities, fraternities, sports,
and academic programs as
students organize their
gatherings during
traditional Reunion
celebrations.

La Salle is committed to investing
in a national network of clubs and
chapters to create local opportunities
for alumni to connect with one another
and with La Salle. Most recently,
the program has worked to develop
a network of clubs closer to campus,
such as the Bucks County Alumni
Club. Half of all La Salle alumni
live in Pennsylvania, and more than
half of Pennsylvania alumni live in
and around Philadelphia. Therefore,
reaching out to alumni witl1in driving
distance of La Salle serves to connect
alumni with each other in their communities, while enhancing La Salle's
presence in local communities.
In conjunction \vith the Clubs and
Chapters Program, alumni volunteers
have partnered with La Salle's Office
of Admission to assist in recruiting
new students. Through the Alumni
Admission etwork, alumni volunteers
discuss their own La Salle experiences

While the
Christian Brothers
are overcoming a longstan ding reticence when
it comes to self- promotion , the
U niversity's al umni are becoming more
vocal, as well. According to Michael
Diccicco, '71, President of the Alumni
Association, this is a welcome development, as a strong and active alumni
base can convince prospective students
of the lifelong benefits of a La Salle
education.

" If they see a vi brant and connected
and involved alumni , it adds significantly
to the positives of the school, not just
on a fo ur-year basis but beyond th at,"
he said. " If someone can say, ' I go
to the school and can look forward
not just to fo ur great years, but I' ll
be connected to very vibrant peopl e,'
it's a great plus."
La Salle's alumni community has
always had its share of passionate voices,
but it wasn't until the presidency of
Brother Michael J. McGinniss, F.S.C .,

cover story

with prospective students and their
families. The network helps to ensure
the next generation of Explorers by
allowing prospective students to explore
what is great about La Salle through
face-to-face contact with alumni.

Careers
etworking is the key to a strong,
successful career. Getting involved in
your local alumni club is great way to
make networking contacts. In addition
to class and club events, one of the
ways the Career and Professional
Networking Program aims to serve
the career-related needs of alumni is
through events for those with similar
professional interests. This spring, an
alumni entrepreneur panel discussion
provided attendees the opportunity

Ph.D., '70, that both the University
and the Alumni Association decided
to revamp alumni programming and
outreach to diversify, energize, and
increase participation. According to
James Gulick, '89, Assistant Vice
Pre ident for Alumni Relations, among
the strategic priorities Br. Michael articulated from the start of his tenure in
1999 were communication of La Salle's
distinct identity and a focus on alumni.
"Br. Michael made a t:rategic decision
to provide a more integrated message

to connect, meet, and learn from
the panelists, who were successful
alumni entrepreneurs with diverse
working experiences.
In conjunction with networking events, there are a variety of
online tools to facilitate networking
opportunities. The mylasalle
Alumni Portal provides searchable
databases to seek career guidance
or find alumni working in a specific
industry. It also provides on-demand
services, such as posting jobs or
signing up to be a career mentor, so
that alumni and students can find you.
CareerPath, the new service available
in the mylasalle portal, is a career
management portfolio that allows the
user to present a graphic, electronic
view of career experiences, education,
and professional achievements.
Networking events and the
mylasalle portal provide
opportunities to get
to know La Salle
alumni working
in a variety of
professions and
establish contacts
that could lead
to future customers
and networking
opportunities.

to our alumni and to look for more
opportunities to do so," Gulick said.
"I believe that we have overcome
the culture of modesty by not relying
on one person-or, in this case, the
Christian Brother as a group-to
deliver that message. We have invested
in many vehicles and people-faculty,
staff, and alumni included-that
enable us to articulate our mes age,
especially among our alumni."
For his part as University President,
Br. Michael says, "I remain convinced

Communication
To benefit from all the programs,
services, and events that La Salle has
to offer, alumni need to keep their
contact information updated with
La Salle. The easiest way to update
information is to call the Office of
Alumni Relations at 215.951.1535
or visit the Alumni Web site and locate
the "Update Your Info" link under
the "Resources" menu. Doing this
ensures that your contact information
is secure and centralized for access
only by La Salle's faculty, staff, and
Christian Brothers. Keeping contact
information up to date ensures
that alumni will continue to receive
this magazine, alumni and school
newsletters, e-mails, and current
information about La Salle.
In addition, many alumni stay
informed by checking the Alumni
Web site regularly to learn about
upcoming events, read about
alumni in the news, view the
variety of available alumni
benefits, and learn more
about alumni volunteering.
Complementary to the Alumni
Web site, the mylasalle Alumni
Portal is the new way to cultivate
relationships and keep the fellowship
of alumni strong and mutually
beneficial for La Salle and its alumni.

that a university cannot reach its true
potential without the active engagement
and support of its alumni."

A NEW APPROACH
Gulick returned to his alma mater
soon after Br. Michael came on board
and, emboldened by the new president's
mandate, initiated what he calls the
Four C's of Programming: Communications, Clas , Clubs and Chapters,
and Career Networking ( ee related
story, this page). The idea was to develop
SPRING 2007
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Eileen Matthews, '81
At work: Matthews is a television
executive producer. She is the co-owner
of Segue Productions Inc. and the
Executive Director of the Mid-Atlantic
National Academy of Television Arts
and Sciences Organization, the chapter
tl1at gives out local EMMY Awards.
At La Salle: Mattl1ews is a member
of the Communication Department
Advisory Board.
Why have you chosen to remain
involved at La Salle?
My experience and education
at La Salle has provided me with the
foundation and skills to excel in my
profession as a television producer.

broad -based opportuniti es to meet
alumni where they are in terms of
geography, profession, and social
interests, and via mail , electronicall y,
o r in person. And tl1e U niversity
plowed considerably mo re fund into
alumni progra ms.
Among the ch anges were a refocus
on the alumni magazine to a more
comprehensive view of the U niversity;
the creation of new al umni and schoolspecific newsletter ; and ignificant
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As a successful
alumna, I am
proud and
honored to be
able to mentor
students and work
with the Communication
Department faculty.

How has this involvement
benefited you?
I am proud to say that there have
been several La Salle tudents who are
now working in the television industry
because of my mentoring. Who knows?
Maybe they will be my boss someday.
Kidding aside, giving back is the

investm ent in o nline resources,
includin g an alumni Web site and
the pi oneerin g Web po rtal, called
mylasalle. Clubs and chapters were
expanded , and more alumni events
were scheduled so that the U niversity
could reach out to graduates more often.
Comprehensive research resulted in
the development of a clearly articu lated marketing message and key themes,
and staffing in U niversity Advancement was increased so that th o e
points co uld be communicated to
alumni more o ften and more cl earl y.
"The edu cational environment
we' re in i th e most competitive
environment there is. We need to get
thi right," said William Matthews, '90,
who was president of th e Alumni
Associatio n fro m 2003 to 2005.
" Br. Mi chael said, 'You need to be
an out-front, respected gro up , a real
reflection of what the University is
all about. ' H e's empowered us in
a very significant way."
At the ame time, the Alumni
Association was making chan ge of
its own . After experiencing difficulty

Lasallian way, and
that's why I come
back year after year.

How do you
think La Salle benefits
from the involvement
of its alumni?
I think the true success of a university
is determined by the continued involvement of its alumni. La Salle in my
opinion excels in maintaining relationships with its former students. I don't
have too many colleagues who can
say that they still have a friendship
with faculty members, 20 years
after graduating.

"I remain convinced that
a university cannot reach
its true potential without
the active engagement and
support of its alumni."
-Br. Michael J. McGinniss,
F.S.C., Ph.D., '70
running its affairs under the leadership
of a board whose membership topped
7 5, the Association reduced that
number to 25 , worked hard to increase
its budget, and tossed the previous
practice of appointing its leadership in
favor of holding competitive elections.
"The result was a more diverse
leadership group ," M atthews said.
"The University is now a much more
regional and much more diver e
school than it once was, and it actively
recruits students from ew England
to orthern Virginia, so we needed
an Alumni Board th at very much
approximated that group. "

cover story
"The school is broadening its
footprint from where it wants to
get students," Ahern agreed, "and
alumni can help with that effort.
The one thing we all realize is how
valued we've been made to feel by
Br. Michael and the administration ."

CONTINUING RELATIONSHIPS
Overlaying these alumni-related
changes was a University evolution
that saw the introduction of new
academic programs; the near completion
of a major gift initiative to fund a new
science and technology building and
increase the University's endowment;
the con truction of a new residence
hall, St. Basil Court, and dining
facility, Treetops Cafe, on South
Campus; the expansion of the Bucks
County Center in ewtown, Pa.; and
the plans to build a retail center on
the Good Shepherd property. Driving
much of the University's revamped
relations ·with its alumni was a desire
to inform and involve them in the
changin g University-and, equally
important, how it has remained
the same, in terms of mission and
identity, in the face of the changes.
"The involvement between
the Association and the school is
100 percent greater than it was
when I was there, and even when I
was President," said Joseph Cloran,
'61, who led the Alumni Association
from 1995 to 1997. "It's taken
a tremendous step forward."
Among the beneficial effects of
the University's desire to diversify
engagement among alumni has
been an increase in the involvement
of younger grad uates as well as
those who have moved away from
Philadelphia.
Meg Kane, '03, was an early
volunteer, as she was named as a
ophomore to the inaugural group
of La Salle University Ambassadors,

who serve as li aisons between the
University's student body and al umni .
She quickly learned her way around
Advancement and Alumni Relations,
and so it wasn't surprising when Gulick
called her the year after she graduated
to ask her to accept a nomination
to run for the Alumni Association's
Board of Directors. Kane agreed,
won a seat, and serves as chair of
the Association's Young Alumni and
Class Programs Committee, 'vvhich

is attempting to broaden La Salle's
volunteer alumni base beyond the
usual pool of reliable graduates who
have always been tapped. This summer
she will assume the position of
Association Secretary.
"It's an area I feel passionate
about," Kane said. "You have to keep
your alumni involved and active and
part of the University community
from the day they graduate. Get
people involved early and often."

At work: McClinton graduated from the
Villanova University School of Law in 2006
and works as an assistant defender at the
Defender Association of Philadelphia.
At La Salle: A member of the African
American Alumni Association, McClinton
participated on the Warren E. Smith, M.D., '54,
Awards Dinner Planning Committee and will chair
the Mentoring Committee this fall. Most recently,
she was elected to the Alumni Association Board of
Directors, where she participates on the Nominations,
Community Service, and Young Alumni committees.
Why have you chosen to remain involved at La Salle?
As a student at La Salle, I underwent an amazing metamorphosis. In the fall
ofl999, I entered the University as a shy 17-year-old, yet in the spring of2003
I graduated as an emerging leader. Looking back on my experience encourages me
to stay involved to promote and advance the University and the La Salle community.
How has this involvement benefited you?
This involvement gives me the opportunity to stay connected to the La Salle
community. Meeting current students enables me to be a mentor and make
myself available to them. Additionally, my involvement also allows me to interact
with resourceful alumni, who in turn often mentor me.
How do you think La Salle benefits from the involvement of its alumni?
The entire La Salle community benefits from alumni involvement. Students
are inspired by the outstanding accomplishments of La Salle grads, while
alumni are impressed with the University's continued advancement through
its promising students.

SPRING 2007
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Stephanie Derrig didn't have to be
convinced. After graduating in 1990,
he returned often to campu for
events and helped to plan her class's
five- and 10-year reunions. But when
the Center City insurance company
she was working for went under,
Derrig left Philadelphia for Florida,
where she fell out of touch with
La Salle. After a while, she moved
to northern New Jersey and did some
networking with La Salle alumni in
ew York before deciding to formalize
her reinvolvement as an alumna.
As a leader in the University's newly

formed North Jersey club, Derrig
works with the Alumni Relations office
to develop and insti tute programming
for fellow alums there.
"Like any relationship, you have
your times when you really can give
back, and there are times when you
can't find time," she said. "It doesn't
have to be a lot-that's how I got back
in . (Involvement) sort of completes
you. You latch onto something and
you say, 'Wow, that's a part of my
hi tory, and here's who I am now.'
It rounds out your place in the world.
It's very fulfilling."

At work: Simpson is the school nurse
at Fulton Elementary School in the
Germantown section of Philadelphia.
At La Salle: A member of the School
of ursing's first graduating class, Simpson
has served on the School of Nursing and
Health Sciences' Advisory Board, and she has
welcomed La Salle nursing students to Fulton
Elementary School to interact with young students
and see how theoretical and scientific nursing principles
are put into practice.
Why have you chosen to remain involved at La Salle?
I am committed to the education of future nurses. I believe in the education
that these new nursing students are receiving. And also believe that having
contact with nursing students keeps me current in practice and theory.
How has this involvement benefited you?
Nursing is a life-long professional commitment. My association with the
La Salle Nursing Program has made me a better nurse by allowing me to mentor
future nurses. To show them that each and every patient they interact with
presents new challenges and opportunities to teach and change another's life.
How do you think La Salle benefits from the involvement of its alumni?
Your alumni are your ticket to the future. Good alumni will sell your
educational programs by living your philosophy. St. John Baptist de La Salle
was a great teacher. Nursing provides the individual every opportunity to live
out his teaching every day with every patient.
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Derrig cites altruism as her
motivation for volunteering.
"There's a certain amount of
responsibility to continue the good
name," she said. "It's like your
family-no matter what you think
about them, you don't talk bad about
them. La Salle is my family. It's my
responsibility to help and share the
good news about the University."
Alyson Stone, '98 , who heads the
New York club, points out that alumni
outside of Philadelphia are often
surprised by the number of fellow
La Salle grads who live and work
where they do.
"They sometimes feel like there
aren't a whole lot of them, that there
are only a handful here and there,"
Stone said . "In Manhattan
alone there's a sizable amount,
around 100."
Like Derrig, Stone said it's
not necessary for every alumnus
"to take up a massive role in
trying to further the mission
of the school. Just showing up
to events and getting to know
people doe help the school. It
creates more and more of a culture
that continues after college.
"The better we do as an alumni
organization, the better off the school
and the better for every individual,"
Stone added. "The more the school
is known as a place shepherding and
guiding students into the professional
world, the better we'll all be known
in our own careers."

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE
It was a La Salle connection that
launched Jeff Boyle, '88, on the road
to a partnership at PricewaterhouseCoopers (PWC). He was recruited
to the company by University alumnus
Tom Leonard, '70, currently the
Alumni Association's Treasurer, and he
has repaid tl1at mentorship by serving

Academic department advisory boards
• Bilingual Undergraduate Studies for Collegiate
Advancement Program (BUSCA)
• Communication
• Computer Science
• Graduate Religion
• School of Business
• School of Nursing and Health Sciences
• Social Work
• Speech-Language-Hearing Science
Annual Ftmd Volunteers
African American Alumni Association Awards Dinner
Committee
African American Alumni Association officers
Alumni Association Board of Directors

as PWC's recruiting point person
at La Salle. In addition to his work
on several committees and advisory
boards and his presence at University
events, Boyle returns to campus twice
a year just to recruit for internships
and full -time entry-level slots,
and he has created
an ad hoc committee
to engage the
75 La Salle alumni
who 'vvork at
PWC's Center
City Philadelphia
office. He speaks
convincingly of
his "passion for
La Salle and its mission
of educating firstor second -generation
college students."
"It's important that the students
recognize that the only reason they
can go here and afford it is because
of successful alumni who give back,"
said Boyle, who serves on the School
of Business and Communication
Department advisory boards. "Students
may think it's expensive to go herewell, imagine if alumni weren't
involved to offer financial support."

Alumni on Campus-Career Advisers
Alumni Relations-Class Leaders
Alumni Relations-Clubs and Chapters Voltmteers
Alumni Relations-Professional Networking Volunteers
Charter Dinner Committee
Community Service Opportunities
Council of President's Associates
Explorer Club Executive Committee
Health Professionals Alumni Association
La Salle Alumni Admission Network
Major Gift Initiative Steering Committee
Matching Gift Volunteers
Parents Association
President's Cup Committee

Alumni involvement is also a
terrific networking tool, noted James
Debuque, M.B.A. '99. Born and
raised in Bucks County, he took
many of his graduate classes at the
University's Bucks County Center in
Newtown, Pa., and raves about
the "absolutely terrific
experience" he had
with the program.
"I initially became
involved with
the professional
networking group
for the whole
school," Debuque
said. "As I talked with
some of the leaders
within the professional
network, I learned they
were trying to connect with some
of the Bucks County alunmi. They
had had a Bucks chapter before, but
wanted to get it reenergized, so I
volunteered. There's a lot of potential
there. The thing that sets La Salle apart
is that when I mentioned I would get
involved, it was open arms. As far as
commitment, they said any involvement you can give us. They really
nurtured that."

Indeed, recognizing that interest
among alumni will not be uniform,
the University and Alumni Association
have committed to providing a variety
of activities and welcoming anyone
who raises a hand.
"There is something for everyone,"
Matthews said. "We have come up with
programming and tools of communication for everyone, regardless of
whether they want to attend one
event a year or be kept up to date
with their alma mater or be involved
on a serious level. There are ways
to keep up at whatever level."

EXPANDING OPPORTUNITIES
For all of the changes in how
the University and its alumni relate
to each other, there is still work
to be done.
"I still run into more alumni than
I should who will quickly tell you they
haven't been on campus since the day
they graduated, and they don't have
an active connection with the school,"
lamented James McManus, '69,
president of the athletics booster
organization, the Explorer Club .
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Diccicco estimates that approximately 10,000 of La Salle's more than
40,000 alumni are what he term
"closely connected" or "loosely
connected." The remaining alumni
population can be identified as
"disconnected" alums and will be
the targets of concerted efforts going
forward. The University is constructing
a net\vork of opportunities for tighter
connections among more alumni.

This expanding network of association
and involvement is characterized by
linked channels of information and
communication, increased volunteer
opportunitie , an effective structure
for leadership development, and more
informed volunteers.
"It is a question of critical mass,"
Diccicco said. "Competing today
in the academic world is a fearsome
challenge for any school or university.

At work: Sullivan is the Controller
and Chief Accounting Officer for
Charming Shoppes Inc., a job he has
held for 10 years . Charming Shoppes
is a $3 billion company that operates
3,000 Fashion Bug, Lane Bryant, and
Catherines stores, as well as the Crosstown
Traders catalogs.
At La Salle: Sullivan is a member of the School
of Business Advisory Board. He has participated in the Executives on Campus
program and Banker's Day. Sullivan has also offered work experiences at Charming
Shoppes to La Salle students through the Business Scholars Co-op Program.
Why have you chosen to remain involved at La Salle?
My uncle graduated from La Salle and my brother and I and several cousins
all graduated from La Salle, so the University has been a family tradition since
the 1940s. I enjoy sharing my expertise and helping to build a relationship
between industry and academia.
How has this involvement benefited you?
The Business Scholars Co-op Program has been very successful for us.
Our Human Resources Department has reported that students who come
from La Salle are highly motivated and very bright, and that they would love
to hire them once they graduate.
How do you think La Salle benefits from the involvement of its alumni?
As a member of the School of Business Advisory Board, I am able to give feedback to the University as to what we are looking for in employees, and I have input
on the curriculum that will prepare students for the workplace. The end result
is that the University delivers graduates who are bound for successful careers.
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The need to have everything you can
possibly bring in terms of features and
benefits for prospective students i
an important plus. Really connected
and engaged alumni do a lot of things
besides write checks. They add importantly to the pirit of a chool, and
they add importantly to the substance
of a school in term of being involved
as guest lecturers and as mentors."
Ahern, Diccicco' succes or,
envisions exploring whether to enlarge
the Association board "if we want to
do all we want to do." As Association
Pre ident, he hopes to continue the
emphasis on clubs and chapter , increa e
outreach to alumni, and build even
tighter relationships witl1 tl1e
University and its administration.
"We can do wonderful things,"
he aid. "I'm extremely excited
about this opportunity."
The future will ee tl1e continued
development of a national class alumni
relation program, and a continued
increase in the number of alumni who
will be engaged volunteers and leaders
of tl1e Univer ity, Gulick predicted.
"These volunteers, over time, will
play an e calating role in tl1e educational
product we offer students," he said.
"The result for alumni will be an everincreasing sense of pride and ownership
in their alma mater, knowing they
play a large part in perpetuating tlus
style of education tl1at is distinctly
Lasallian for future generations."
"People often confuse going to
school witl1 getting an education,"
Boyle said. "It's a part of your history.
It helped define who you were and
even to this day who you are. You
frequently have to tell people where
you went to school, and you want
La Salle to have that pronunence,
exclusivity, and measure of succe s
when you do."

Jim Ahern,'70
PRESIDENT
Jim Ahern has
been elected
President of the
Alumni Board
of Directors,
representing the
more than 40,000
La Salle alumni. Al1ern,
who most recently served as Vice
President of the Board, will replace
outgoing President Mike Diccicco, '71.
Since graduating in 1970, Mern
has stayed connected with La Salle and
has become an active member of the
Alumni Association, serving on both
the Executive and Finance committees.
As President, Al1ern hopes to execute
the Board of Directors' strategic plan,
as well as reach out to more of the
alumni chapters and clubs throughout
the country.
"Part of who I am today is based
on the education and relationships I
had when I was an undergraduate at
La Salle," Al1ern said. "I think I have
a sense of indebtedness to the school."
Ahern, vvho is Area Director at
Spherion Corp., lives in Narberth, Pa.
He has three children, Brendan,
Connor, and Sean, '06. Their mother,
Judy, is a 1973 La Salle graduate.

Kristin Fairweather, '97
VICE PRESIDENT
Kristin Fairweather
has been elected
Vice President
of the Alumni
Board of Directors.
Fairweather is in her
second term on the
Board of Directors.
Fairweather describes her time
at La Salle as the most pivotal years
in her life. It was at La Salle where she

developed a passion for politics-a
passion tl1at carries with her in her
current job as Director of Program
Analysis at the Pennsylvania Intergovernmental Cooperation Authority.
"Three or four years ago, I got
reconnected to La Salle," Fairweather
said. "I got to know some great
volunteers who encouraged me
to become more active."
As a member of tl1e Board of
Directors, Fairweather is in charge of
the Community Service Committee,
which has partnered witl1 nearby
James Logan Elementary School
for various service projects.
Fairweather lives in the Chestnut
Hill section of Philadelphia, Pa.,
with her husband, Clint. They have
a daughter, Addison.

Tom Leonard, '70
TREASURER
Tom Leonard has
been re-elected to
the Alumni Board
of Directors as
Treasurer. Since his
graduation in 1970,
Leonard has stayed
closely connected to
La Salle and looks forward
to continuing his role on the Board.
"The Alumni Board is just another
opportLmity for me to stay connected
and be involved in tl1e direction the
University is going," Leonard said.
As Treasurer, Leonard also works
with the Alumni Association's
Finance and Investment
committees.
As a partner at PricewaterhouseCoopers in Philadelphia, Leonard
often works with La Salle's School
of Business to recruit accounting
majors to work at his firm.

Leonard lives in Media, Pa., with
his wife, Jean. They have four children,
Kimberly, Tom Jr., '96, Ryan, '00, and
Danielle, '06. Danielle passed av,ray
during her senior year at La Salle and
her degree was awarded posthumously.
To honor her memory, tl1e Leonards
and many members of the La Salle
community raised money to endow
a scholarship in Danielle's name at
tl1e University.

Meg Kane, '03
SECRETARY
After actively
serving on
the Board of
Directors since her
graduation in 2003,
Meg Kane has been
elected as Secretary of tl1e
Board. Most recently, Kane has served
as the Chair of tl1e Young Alumni
and Class Programs Committee,
which focuses on increasing new
alumni involvement.
When Kane was a student at
La Salle, she was actively involved
with tl1e Ambassador Program,
which gave her the opportunity
to interact with alumni. Witl1 this
experience, Kane developed a firsthand understanding of tl1e Alumni
Association.
Kane comes from a family of proud
La Salle alumni, including her mother,
Deborah (Looby) Wood, '75, and her
aunt, Loretta (Looby) Hueber, '83.
"We're a big La Salle family," Kane
said. "It's a much more personal place
and I think that's what attracts people
to it. It has a very personal touch to
it. I think that's why I'm so passionate
about it."
Kane is currently an AccoLmt
Executive for FCF Schmidt Public
Relations.
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WHY I GIVE BACK:
JIM MORRIS, '79

TO

S HOU L D E R

L

JIM MORRI S HAD A FEW CRITERIA IN MIND AS HE

researched colleges. He needed a school that was affordable
because, as the third of 10 children, he was paying his own
way. He also needed a place that was on a bus route, since
he did not have a car and would be commuting from his
parents' home in Rockledge, Pa. La Salle fit the bill.
Morris soon realized that, while he had come to La Salle
in part for its convenience and price tag, he would stay and
succeed because of the quality education. He graduated
maxima cum laude in 1979 with degrees in accounting
and finance.
"I really enjoyed my La Salle experience," he said. "The
atmosphere was enthusiastic and supportive. I was blessed
with many terrific professors who really encouraged me
and, of course, I made some life-long friendships."
After graduation, Morris received offers from top
accounting firms, and he went to work for Arthur Andersen.
He switched gears to a job in finance when he was offered
a position at SEI Investments in Oaks, Pa., in 1983. Since
then, he has been involved in many aspects of the investment
business, including sales, sales management, and new
prod uct development.
Now an executive in charge of global solutions for SEI,
Morris spends about one week out of every month traveling
abroad. Back at home, he lives in Lower Gwynedd, Pa. ,
with his wife, Kathy. They have two children. Their son,
Andrew, is a junior at George Washington University, and
their daughter, Sarah, is a sophomore at Gwynedd Mercy
Academy H igh School.
Morris said his experience at La Salle taught him to
always be ready for new things, a skill that has served him
well in his varied career.
"I was fortunate to learn early in my career not to be
constrained by anything and to be open to new challenges,"
he said. "If you're constantly open to new things, tl1ere's
always sometl1ing else you'll discover about yourself. I
believe in tl1e La Salle slogan-Never stop exploring."
Morris admits, though , tl1at while he was busy building
his career and raising a family, he did not have a lot of
time to devote to La Salle. It was after a chat witl1 Carmen
Romeo, '65, a member of the Board of Directors at SEI
and a La Salle trustee, tl1at Morris realized that he wanted
to get involved with his alma mater.
"Life has been good to me in many ways, so I felt it was
time," he said .
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Jim and Kathy Morris at their lower Gwynedd, Pa., home with their children, Sarah and
Andrew, and the family cat, Oliver.

Following his drive to explore, Morris became involved
in the Alumni Association. He was elected to the Alumni
Association Board of Directors tl1ree years ago, and he has
also volunteered on committees for Charter Diru1er and
the President's Cup golf tournament.
Morris said he is glad to be reconnected with tl1e University
by contributing-both financially and with his time and
expertise. Jim and Kathy have been consistent donors
to the Annual Fund and made a generous commitment to
tl1e University's Shoulder to Shoulder initiative. Morris said
he would like to help another generation of students who,
like him, may be the first in tl1eir families to attend college.
"Someone was generous to La Salle when I was a kid and
made my college experience possible," he said. "Now it's
my turn to do whatever I can to help to keep La Salle in
a position to be able to attract the best and tl1e brightest
who might not otherwise have the ability to go to college."
His advice to La Salle students and more recent graduates
is not to wait to get involved as alumni.
"A La Salle education is really unique, and the responsibility
to carry on tl1e legacy extends out to everybody," Morris
said. "It is important for all of us who have benefited to give
back. We have to do our job and make a La Salle experience
possible for the next generation ."
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A Tribute to

Peter Boyle, '57
BY BROTHER GERARD MOLYNEAUX, F.S.C., PH.D., '58

WHEN MY FRIEND PETER BOYLE PASSED AWAY IN

December, many reports cited his years as a Brother or,
to the consternation of some, as a "monk." I think Pete
would have enjoyed the fuss that followed. Still, the question
lingers: Was he a "monk?" The answer? o and yes.
Formally, Brothers won't say they're monks, but casually,
Pete and all of us used the term, as an example, "the monks
at the college" or at St. Gabe's. It was just part of community
jargon. Since, as a Brother, Pete had walked the walk, hi use
of "monk" came readily enough. Ironically, however, while
in formation, he was as close to monastic as anybody got.
Pete was always a performer, and instantly, he gave
100 percent to perfecting himself as a Brother. Later in his
career, playing Senator Joe McCarthy, he created the image
of the politician so well that he developed the same bad
back McCarthy had. That's how into a role he would get.
As a novice and then student Brother at La Salle, Pete
took silence and modesty to extremes. While the rest of us
might enjoy some spontaneously
funny gaff, roll our eyes
or groan at some guffaw,
Brother Francis De Sale
(Pete ) maintained

a grave demeanor worthy of the dourest cloister, his eyes
almost always cast dO\vn . At recreation time, however, he
reverted to the fun guy I knew in high school, creatively
commenting (sometimes with cartoons ) on every quirk
in the community and imitating the lot of us.
It was our education psychology professor, Russell
aughton, who broke the pattern and brought Pete back
to earth. Faced with grading 20 student Brothers, most
dean's-listers and Pete with a 4.0 G.P.A., Russ taught
us about the common life. He gave every Brother a B.
One layman got an A, but Pete got the real break. With
the 4.0 gone, he no longer had to be perfect, academically
or monastically. That afternoon at the pool, his antics were
comedy-club worthy, and he never got back the gravity
of the first three years, no doubt for his own good and,
in the long run, to the benefit of the world at large.
Imagine life without the monster of Young Frankenstein
or Everybody Loves Raymond's Frank Barone. He once told
me that the most popular TV program in Pakistan was
Everybody Loves Raymond, and the reason was that people
saw him as "just like their dads." He was proud of his part
in breaking down the barriers that divide people.

So, for a short time, Pete was a very serious "monk,"
but I think he was always a Brother, one who carried his
Lasallian initiation with him for life as husband, father, and
good neighbor. A few year ago,
"Peter Boyle was proud of his part he was looking at some
old photos from his time in the
in breaking down the barriers
novitiate. After 50 years, he
that divide people."
sti ll enjoyed the nostalgia and

-Br. Gerard Molyneaux

was identif)1ing his classmates
by name and by nickname.
Clearly, the fond memories lingered in his heart.

In retrospect, we both shared a continuing bond of
brotherhood and the professional ties of film. I like to think
that Pete's life and mine are variations on the mission of
the Christian Brothers and that same call we all accepted
at baptism. I'll always cherish his last words to me as he
was leaving the event of a tribute given to him by La Salle
in the fall of 2005. Though clearly tired from the long day,
he smiled and said, "I felt loved."
Br. Gerard Molyneaux is a professor of communication at La Salle.
Film and television actor Peter Boyle) )50 died on Dec. 12) 2006.
On May 18 at 7 p.m. in the Dan Rodden Theatre) La Salle
will present a screening of Young Frankenstein and a panel
discussion on the life of Peter Boyle.
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book
notes
Corporate Warrior: A Novel
Based on the Life of Lee lacocca
and River of Greed

The True Cost of Low Prices:
The Violence of Globalization
BY VINCENT A. GALLAGHER, '64

BY STEVEN MADELINE , '54
Orb is Books, 2006 ;
156 pp. ; $15

Corporate Warrior :
iUniverse Inc ., 2005 ; 176
pp .; $23 .95 (hardback),
$13 .95 (paperback)

The True Cost of Low
Prices: The Violence of
Globalization is an expose
of the effects of today's
global economy on the
poor. As transnational corporations try to
increase profits by reducing costs, laborers
in Latin America, Asia , Africa, or here
in the United States work long hours but
are still poor, hungry, and subject to abuse .

River of Greed : iUniverse Inc., 2006 ;
188 pp. ; $23 .95 (hardback) , $13 .95
(paperback)
Corporate Warrior is a roman a c lef . In the
story, the protagonist, Martin Iannelli , has
risen from poverty to become president
of Cole Motors . But his dream of success
becomes a nightmare as he is victim ized
by jealously paranoid Will iam Alistair Cole ,
heir to the fam ily-owned auto company.
In River of Greed, private investigator Nic k
Gallo goes all out to catch a cunning mastermind behind bizarre Chicago killings.

Vincent A. Gallagher, '64, holds a bachelor's
degree in economics from La Salle University
and a master's degree in occupational
safety and health from New York University.
For 30 years, he has researched dangerous
environments in the United States and
throughout Lat in America for the World
Bank, the United Nations International
Labor Organization, the World Health
Organization , and others.

Not on the Level
BY MICHAEL V. MADDALONI, '71

A First Course in Topology:
Continuity and Dimension
BY JOHN McCLEARY, '74

Authorhouse, 2006;
224 pp., $14.49
In Not on the Level,
Joe De Falco grows
up with his widowed
mother and two uncles. Uncle Tony is
a straight, no-nonsense war hero, while
Uncle Sal is a slick, opportunistic con artist.
As Joe moves through various stages of his
life, he carries the conflicting influences
of both uncles.
Michael V. Maddaloni, '71, spent six years
as a field agent investigating federal crimes
and four years with the Secret Service's
White House detail conducting domestic
and foreign security advances for Presidents
Jimmy Carter and Ronald Reagan. In 1996,
he formed Business Security Solutions Inc.,
a security consulting firm. Maddaloni lives
in Hilton Head, S.C.

Steven Madeline, '54, has been a newspaper
writer and a corporate speechwriter and
communications director. He was also an
officer in the U.S . Army's 101st Airborne
Division. He divides his time between Vero
Beach , Fla ., and Flat Rock, N.C.

La Salle University
BY JEFFREY LAMONICA , '97

American Mathematical
Society, 2006; 210 pp.;
$35
The central focus of this
topology text is the notion
of dimension, which has a meaning from
algebra and calculus, but this meaning
dissolves in set theory. Continuity, the basic
notion in topology, is more subtle than
the methods of set theory, but less subtle
than analysis and algebra. Does continuity
distinguish dimension? The book explores
and answers this fundamental question.
John McCleary graduated from La Salle
in 1974 with a major in mathematics and
pursued graduate work at Temple University,
where he earned a doctorate in 1979.
He is a professor of mathematics at Vassar
College in Poughkeepsie , N.Y.

Arcadia Publishing, 2006;
128 pp.; $19.99
La Salle University, part of the Campus
History Series, tells La Salle's story through
photographs from the University's Archives.
The book charts La Salle's growth and
changes over its nearly 150-year history.
Jeffrey La Monica, '97, is a member of
La Salle University's History Department,
where he specializes in military history.
He holds a bachelor's degree in history
from La Salle and a master's degree in
modern European history from Villanova
University, and he is working toward a Ph.D.
in military history at Temple University.
He lives in South Philadelphia with his
wife, Tina, and his son, Jeffrey Michael.

"Book Notes" will be featured periodically in upcoming issues of this magazine and its companion piece, the Alumni News. We invite you to let us know if there's a book
wri tten by an alum within the last year that might be highlighted by e-mailing Marian Butcher at butcher@lasalle.edu .
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St. La Salle Series

"Brother"
BY BROTHER EDWARD J. SHEEHY, F.S.C. , PH .D. , '68

IN A CABLE SERIES ENTITLED ROME,

the hardy veterans of the 13th Legion
often refer to each other as "brother."
We see the word used in such varied
material as the Bible and "golden oldies"
music. De La Salle Christian Brothers
sometimes are asked, "Why a Brother,
not a priest?" In some ways, the answer
remains a simple one. The Archdiocese
of Philadelphia has begun an advertising
campaign based on "answering the call."
Every person has a "call," a vocation
as it were, in both employment and
relationships. Brothers were "called"
to be Brothers. Perhaps our introduction
to the term may come from another
television series-in a most real sense,
we are a "Band of Brothers."
John Baptist de La Salle, the Founder,
looked at 17th-century France and
saw religious schools for the wealthy.
He acutely observed that the need in
that time and place remained for a group
of teachers to focus on middle- and
lower-class boys and their academic
and vocational upbringing. He called

his teachers "Brothers" for many
reasons . I suspect the fact they lived
in a community or family (never to
be fewer than three, according to the
ru le), and served as n1entors, teachers,
and "big brothers" to their students,
were important factors then as now.
At first, De La Salle wanted to have
a few of his fo llowers ordained,
to provide priestly services for his
communities, but when his first choice
died unexpectedly, the Founder took
that event as a sign from tl1e Lord that
his Order was to remain lay.
When we think of tl1e best traits
of an "older brother," in our families,
I suspect, we reflect on someone
who is a listener, present for us, and
an example. In the late 1960s at Calvert
Hall College High School in Baltimore,
the student government focused on a
one-word theme, "respect." "Brotl1ers"
in our families or as members of the
Order "respect" us and others, and by
their leadership and diligence, show us
how to respect learning, maturity, and

life at all levels. Curiously, members
of the larger community often refer
to Brothers by shortened first names,
Brother Tom, Joe, etc., as a sign
of familial respect, not familiarity.
Moreover, the mission of tl1e Christian
Brothers always has included other
members of the "family"; as a "big
brother" involves other siblings
in activities, tl1e Brotl1ers share
responsibilities witl1 dedicated
associates, both lay and religious .
The largest male religious order
of Brothers in tl1e Church, the
De La Salle Christian Brothers have
focused on one mission: education .
While tl1at view has broadened to
include the myriad of activities outside
of actual classroom instruction,
the primary purpose has remained
the san1e. In the face of at least two
crises that threatened the existence
of the Order in France, during the
French Revolution and late in the
19th century, tl1e commitment of
the Brotl1ers to botl1 "faith and zeal"

Further Reflections
"Brotherhood is a horizontal model that implicitly rejects the
paternalism in the vertical model of fatherhood. The Brothers of
today want to share with their associates in tl1e educational mission
these values implicit in their tradition of brotherhood. Nor do the
Brothers consider as excluded from the brotherhood our clerical
colleagues who participate in the Lasallian educational mission; as
a famous Brother once put it: There isn't any reason why a priest
can't be a brother. Perhaps for that reason, there is a certain lack of
pretentiousness in a Lasallian institution of higher learning. This isn't
so much emphasis on pomp and circumstance. The value placed on
association in brotherhood tends to produce a certain atmosphere
of informality and friendliness that prevails on a Lasallian campus.
This aspect of the Lasallian tradition ought to be pervasive enough
to transform an impersonal educational institution into an authentic
community where persons meet persons, where mind speaks to mind
and heart speaks to heart, where the learning experience is shared

(spirit of the Order) has made them
true "teachers."
"Brothers" teach academic subjects,
it is true. But, perhaps more fundamentally, all teachers actually show "who
they are" in the classroom. And so,
a values-based education remains
at the heart of a "Brothers school."
My dad graduated more than 65 years
ago from Bishop Loughlin in Brooklyn,
N .Y., and-like so many others proud
of a Christian Brothers' educationstill remains committed to those values
learned long ago: "respect," "responsibility," and "readiness" to serve the
Church and society. A "Brothers'
education" extends beyond the classroom. Students, parents, and graduates
may see a Brother at La Salle University,
for example, moderating a fraternity,
a sport, musical activities, dramatics,
etc. This "presence" and "involvement"

provides other examples of the special
meaning of "Brother" in the educational
apostolate.
A Brother by vows, including
"association," witnesses to the
continuing presence of God and Godgiven values in our lives. For centuries
then, Christian Brothers and their
colleagues have helped older and
younger adults advance their personal
and professional lives through teaching
with passion and compassion.
Br. Ed Sheehy has been an associate
professor of history at La Salle for nearly
20 years. He is also Vice President of the
La Salle Corporation and serves as the
faculty moderator of La Salle)s men )s
basketball and football teams.
We invite feedback on this isst,te and
welcome ideas for future installments
of the series. Please contact Marian
Butcher at butcher@lasalle.edu.

with persons who call each other friends." -From a talk given by Brother Luke
Salm, F.S.C., one of the preeminent Lasallian historians, on the occasion of the
130th anniversary of the foimding of La Salle UniPersity, on March 18, 1993.
The Brothers' vocation is a vocation to educational ministry, not to
sacramental ministry. It is a lay vocation that has more in common with the
people in the pew than with the pastor in the parish.
De La Salle established a teaching order of men who were to be neither
"seculars" nor "clerics." They were to be dedicated to teaching as "Brothers,"
consecrated to procuring God's glory and the salvation of the young through
the ministry of Christian and human education while keeping some distance
from the hierarchal structure of the church. Brothers were not to be involved
in any way in clerical affairs, from knowing Latin to leading the singing in parishes.
Their place was with the students. The Brothers' communal prayer was not
the recitation of the Divine Office but rather those prayers recommended
by the church for all its members. -From Touching the Hearts of Students:
Characteristics of Lasallian Schools, by Brother Ge01'lfe Van Grieken, F.S. C.

news

Investment Expert Addresses Economic Outlook
Jeremy Siegel, a best-selling author and
finance professor at the Wharton School
and one of the nation's top investment
experts, addressed alumni, business
partners, and Philadelphia-area business
leaders at the sixth annual Economic
Out look Forum on Jan. 23.
At the forum, presented by La Salle's
School of Business and the Business

The University Advancement Office has
begun a Charitable Gift Annuity (C .G.A.)
Program that is among the most popular
planning gift tools. Since the C.G.A.
offers donors an opportunity to make
a gift of relatively modest amounts while
retaining a fixed income for life , many
ret ired persons who are looking for more

Network at the Union League of Philadelphia,

income from their investments find the

Siegel explored the topic of smart investing

program attractive.

in his presentation, "What's Ahead for the
Markets Now?"
Siegel is the author of several books,
including The Future for Investors: Why
La Salle President Brother Michael J. McGinniss,
F.S.C., Ph.O., '70 (left), with Jeremy Siegel.

La Salle Offers Annuity
Investment Opportunity

the Tried and True Triumphs Over the Bold
and New and Stocks for the Long Run.

Mike Duffy, '72 , Dean of the School
of Business at the University of San
Francisco, the first enrollee , wrote: "I'm
happy to get La Salle started on this
program because it's great , particularly
for persons 65 years of age or older,
especially those with appreciated
assets, like stock. With interest rates
and dividends at historic lows, now
is the time to consider a Charitable
Gift Annuity because you can earn a
guaranteed rate of up to nine percent
or more for the rest of your life on
assets you contribute , take a charitable
deduction now, avoid capital gains tax,
lower your estate tax exposure , and
benefit La Salle- all at the same time. "
A C.G.A. is a simple contract between
you and La Salle. In exchange for your

Anew ,roup,
'DIN
'RI ~ , lias Ji,
c, 1 rats the ,pilct
women alumni and friends of
La Salle ar, having on thtl philanthropic lffe of thtl University. The group, which will m11t several times a year for
networking, socializing, and recognition, had its first gathering, a cocktail r,ception at the La Salle Art Museum,
on Jan. 25. Madeleine Vi/joen, Ph.D. (center), Director of the Art Museum, leads a tour of the museum's collection.

irrevocable gift of cash or appreciated
property, La Sa Ile agrees to pay you and/
or your spouse, or up to two annuitants
you choose, a fixed annuity for life. Your
payments are guaranteed by La Salle 's

In Memoriam

assets. They are also backed up by a
segregated reserve account. The principal
is invested by La Salle's professional

Brother J. Stephen Sulli van, F.S.C., a La Salle

investment team and reverts to La Salle

trust ee for 15 years, passed away Jan. 11, 2007.

when the contract ends. La Sal le takes

He is buried in Gate of Heaven Cemete ry in

care of everything- your quarterly

Hawthorne, N.Y. He was 86.

distribution checks, regular investment

Br. Stephen served on La Sal le Univers ity's
Board of Trustees from 1983 to 1998 . He was
named an emeritus board member in 1998 .
He was awarded an Honorary Doctor of Laws
degree by La Salle in 1979.
He was president of Manhattan College from

1975 to 1987.
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reports , and all annual tax forms.
Those interested may contact
Brother Charles Gresh , F.S.C. , '55 ,
at 215 .951.1659 or by e- mail at
gresh@lasalle.edu.

news

Calligrapher Demonstrates
Ancient Art Form
La Salle's Diplomat-in-Residence Program welcomed
Elinor Aishah Holland to campus for a workshop on
Islamic calligraphy recently at the La Salle Art Museum.
Astudent of Arabic and English calligraphy for 20 years,
Holland has taught Islamic calligraphy to students of all
ages at schools, museums, and other learning institutions,
including the Smithsonian Institution. The Religion
Department and the Art Museum co-sponsored the event.

LOGAN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STUDENTS CHEER
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM TO VICTORY

New Department Encourages Creative Solutions
The Integrative Studies Department, created in the spring of 2006 with in
La Salle's School of Arts and Sciences , offers several interdisciplinary m inors ,
partners with other un iversities and Philadelphia public schools , and seeks
to integrate academic disciplines, people , and approaches to complex problems ,
such as AI DS, world hunger, and drug addiction.
Students are encouraged to imagine how the liberal arts relate to real -world
problems and solutions. For example, to study the world's dependency on oil ,
a geography class could look at the effects on the earth ; an econom ics class
could examine the correlation between supply and demand ; and a history class
cou Id look at the wars fought over it.
"The Department of Integrative Studies will complement the existing liberal ·
arts majors, offer creative opportunities for liberal arts faculty, and open the
libera l arts to a new generation of students ," said Marjorie Allen, Ph.D., Director
of the Integrative Studies Department and an associate professor of English .

More than 1,000 students from Logan Elementary School
were in attendance for the La Salle women's basketball
team's 80-65 victory over Fordham University on Jan. 9.
The University invited the local elementary school students
to attend the basketball game as part of its community
outreach program.

Integrative Studies will continue , reintroduce, or initiate several programs
as minors, including Leadership and Global Understand ing, Women 's Studies,
Forensic Science , Ethnic Studies, and Peace and Justice Studies . The new
department will also design courses , which could be offered in more than one
of these minors.

SPRING 2007
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news

Program Showcases
Tibetan Dance
The Ven. Losang Samten, Spiritual Director of the Tibetan
Buddhist Center in Philadelphia, delivered a lecture and
demonstration of gestures and movements of the ancient art
of Tibetan ritual dance at a recent program co-sponsored by
the Diplomat-in-Residence Program, the Religion Department,
and the La Salle Art Museum.

ors lionored as Most Outstanding Organjzation

(From left) Ambassadors Michal Wilczewski, '09, Jordan Feld, '08, Diana Holland, '08, who is Secretary of the Ambassador
Executive Board, Carla Rapp, '08, Andrew Mutchler, '09, and Meredith Dreger, '09.

At the Association of Student Advancement Programs (ASAP) District 11 2007
Conference recently, the La Salle University Ambassadors took home the Most
Outstanding Ambassador Organization Award.
ASAP, a program of the Council for Advancement and Support of Education , is an
association of student organizations at more than 300 higher education institutions
in North America, all with the common goal of enriching student advancement
programming. Ambassadors represent La Salle at University functions , including
Reunion , alumni receptions, and other special events , and they serve as liaisons
between the student body and alumni, administrators , and the La Salle community.
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news

La Salle's Nonprofit
Center Takes on
a New Partner
The Nonprofit
Center at La Salle
has increased
its consulting
services by
acquiring the
Executive
Services Corps
La Salle inducted four standout athletes into its Hall of Athletes at the annual induction ceremony and reception
on Feb. 20. (From left) Mike Diccicco, '11, President of the Alumni Association; La Salle President Brother Michael J.
McGinniss, F.S.C., Ph.D., '70; inductee Allison Hudson Donohoe, 'Bl (basketball); inductee Eric Buhain, '91 (swimming);
Richard Cummins, who accepted the award on behalf of his daughter-in-law, inductee Toniann Razzi, '00 (cross
country/track and field); inductee Troy Harry, '98 (cross country/track and field); and Tom Brennan, Ed.D., La Salle's
Director of Intercollegiate Athletics and Recreation.

La Salle University

of the Delaware
Valley (ESCDV).
Faced with f inanc ial difficulties
for several years , ESCDV approached
The Nonprofit Center about creat ing
a partnership that wou Id preserve
its mission of serving the nonprofit
community.
The Nonprofit Center, part of La Sa lle's
School of Bus iness , offers a wide variety
of services to nonprofits , including
consulting on such issues as strategic
planning, fundraising , governance,
marketing, and human resources.
Adrienne Jenk ins , former president
of ESCDV, cited The Nonprofi t Center's
25 years of experience in nonprofit
management, a diverse range of fund ing
sources , a proven track record spec if ically
in consulting, and its relationship with
La Salle University as factors supporting
the new partnership.
The influx of ESCDV volunteer consul tants, many of whom are retired business
executives, will expand The Nonprofit
Center's ab ility to serve nonprofits,
especially smaller ones with limited
resources.
"Th is partnership wi 11 have a positive
impact on the Delaware Valley nonprofit
community by enabling more organizations
to uti Iize expert consulting to strengthen
their proficiency in critical areas, " sa id
Laura Otten, Ph .D. , Director of The
Non profit Center. "The resu It wi 11 be
a stronger non profit community."

SPRING 2 0 0 7
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" DYNASTY" IS A WORD YOU SOMETIMES HEAR USED

in the sports world to characterize a team or organization
that has achieved superiority o r great success over
a prolonged period of time. A true dynasty usually
transcends the individual stalwart.
La Salle distance ru nning is no t a national dynasty. H owever, in terms of Atlantic 10 competition during the tenure
of Coach Charles Torpey, Explorer running has certainly
reached "dynasty" status . And if Torpey and his nmners have
anything to say abo ut it- the firs t sentence of this paragraph
will soon be inaccurate.
The fow1datio n for Explorer greatness in cross country
and track and field was laid long ago by the great Olympians
Ira D avis, ' 58 , and Al Cantello, ' 55 , one- time world-record holder John Uelses, '65 , and the slew of standouts who
competed before and since. H owever, only now-witl1 16
NCAA appearances, All-Americans and numerous Academic
All-Americans, 87 All-A- 10 Performers, 30 All -Region
performers, and a dozen NCAA Provisional qualifiers
since 1998- has excell ence become commonplace.
The norm . Expected.

The infamous San Francisco 49er juggernaut that won
five Super Bowls between 1982 and 1995 saw its star
personnel shift from Joe Montana and Dwight Clark
to Steve Young and Jerry Rice witl1 an arsenal of supporting
cast members who could have been front -line players
elsewhere. Whereas the Chicago Bulls dynasty died, was
resurrected and subsequently died again witl1 the coming
and goin g of Michael Jordan .

"All of the runners want to go to nationals
as a team and to be nationally ranked.
That's the next step for us-it's never
good enough." -Coach Charles Torpey
The evolution of the Explorer program follows an arc
akin to tl1e first example. The work first accomplished
by harriers Brian Gallagher, '98 , Troy Harry, '98, Marc
Cianfranni, '98 , and Terry Carroll, '98, is now being
tended to by stalwarts Sean Q uigley, '07, and Rachel Papin,
'07, and their supporting cast-and has the trappings of
a program ready to jump to the national level.
The Explorers swept the 2006 A-10 Cross Country
Championships on the backs of individual Performers of
the Year Quigley and Papin. For Papin, it was an A-10 record
tlurd straight individual title. Q uigley continued to compete
in his second straight NCAA Championship, finish 15tl1,
and become the University's first two-time All-American
in cross country. In the 2007 indoor season , the Explorers
posted three NCAA provisional qualifiers, while Quigley
made the NCAA Championships outright and earned
All-American status again. D uring the 2007 outdoor track
season, Papin earned an NCAA provisional qualification
in the 10-kilometer (l 0K) event. Q uigley made it a clean
sweep of his senior season by also qualifying for the NCAA
Championships in outdoor track after setting a La Salle
record in tl1e l 0K. He also qualified for tl1e 2007 U .S. Track
and Field National Championships and for the 2008 U.S.
Olympic Trials in tl1e maratl1on, and he provisionally
qualified for the Olympic Trials in the lOK.
For Torpey, who has now been crowned with an
unprecedented 14 Coach of the Year awards corresponding
with as many conference championships, Quigley and Papin
represent tl1e program's arrival at that "next level. "

"In the early years, what Harry (A-10 Performer of the

Year), Gallagher (All-American), and Carroll (A-10 outdoor
Performer of the Year), were doing was proving that we
belonged in the fast heat, the fast section," Torpey said.
"They proved we belonged with the best."
On the heels of those great runners was another wave
of outstanding performers, including Toniann Razzi, '00
(NCAA indoor qualifier), Kevin Myles, '01 (1998 NCAA
cross country qualifier), Todd Witzleben, '03 (two-time
NCAA cross country qualifier), and Jenna Darcy, '00, who
made A-10 titles and NCAA qualification an expectation
rather than a phenomenon. Torpey added, "Now Sean puts
us up there on a national level and right there with Sean
is John Butler as another piece of tl1e whole."
"Our runners have always had the personality tl1at they
would be happy, never content," Torpey said. "Papin has
already won three A-10 titles, but she is intent on rmrning
even faster next year. All of tl1e runners want to go to
nationals as a team and to be nationally ranked. That's
the next step for us-it's never good enough."
He points out that, up until now, producing NCAA
runners was an extended process

"Kids come in as 'good' high school runners but because
tl1ey are so tough and driven tl1ey became 'great' runners
by their junior or senior years. We now hope to get involved
with student-atl1letes where that process is shortened and
they are effective sooner," he said.
Like the great dynasties of the 49ers, success does not
all depend on marquee names. It is the supporting cast
that creates longevity. For Torpey's troops, those people
are runners like Danielle Schopf, '07, Christa Plummer, '09,
and Butler, '06, who he feels could be front-line at most
other programs.
"It's like (Quigley and Papin) are five-star generals, but
then we also have six four-star generals and a dozen threestar generals while many of our competitors have a bunch
of infantrymen," Torpey said. "So, for every Carroll, there
was Brigid Benner ('98) and Joha1rna Grochowalski ('99).
For every Razzi, tl1ere was Ndidi Obichere ('04) and Sheila
Klick ('04), and for every Witzleben, there was a Tim McAteer
('03), Bryan Skelly ('04), and Ryan Fennelly ('05)."
Torpey is about to enter his 15th season as the mentor
of Explorer runners and the drive to succeed has never
been greater.
"Ten years ago, if
you would have told
us that we would
get three NCAA
provisional qualifiers
in one day (which
happened this season
at Boston University)
we would say, 'Hey,
tl1at would be great.'
But now we want
to take it further."
Quigley and
Papin each has one
year of competition
remaining. The
successors who will
usher Explorer track
and cross country
to yet anotl1er level
are ready to step in.
Terry Carroll, '98

notes
1938

Michael C. Rainone , Esq. (B.A.)

of Philadelphia, Pa. , was honored by
the Phi lade lphia Bar Association for his
many years of distinguished service to the
community and the profession in the finest
tradition of the Ph iladelphia lawyer.

1 9 4 1 John McHale (B.A.) and his wife ,
Catherine, are enjoying their 12 adult children
and 30 grandchildren , who are living in their
town of Ivesdale , Ill. He says it has been a
busy life , but he is very grateful. He and three
of his sons went to the Cubs/ Phil lies game
sponsored by Alumni Re lations and enjoyed
talk ing to many alumni after the game .

1942

* REUNION

19 4 3

Andrew Jannett, M.D., FACS (B .S.)

YEAR

of Cherry Hill, N.J., celebrated his 83rd
birthday in August 2006 .

1947

* REUNION

194 8

Bertram Kreger, D.D.S . (B.S.)

YEAR

of Elkins Park , Pa. , completed 50 years
of perfect attendance with the Jenkintown
Kiwanis Club. He is on the Board of

Directors of two dental st udy clubs and is
President of the At lantic City Condominium
Association .

19 50

William A. Fitzpatrick, Esq. (B.A.)

of Blue Bell , Pa. , practiced law for 40 years,
and , for the past three years, he has been
teaching English at Martin Luther King
High School.

19 5 2
Robert J.
Maro Sr., M.D. (B.S.) of Cherry Hill, N.J.,
attended his 50th reunion as a family
physician at Jefferson Medical College .

1 9 5 6 Daniel W. Gallagher (B.S.) of
Grain Valley, Mo ., retired from the federal
government as a computer systems analyst.
He is also a retired high school teacher.
19 57
William T.
Lee, CHFC, C.L.U. (B.S.) of Melbou rn e Beach,
Fla ., celebrated his 50th wedding anniversary
with his wife, Cynthia , and 50 years of service
with New York Life.

1 9 9 9 Michelle K. Dillin (B.A.)
to Michael Bolig.

Marylouise K. Mor1an (B.S.)
to Leonard V. Fodera, Esq. (B.A.).

John P. Lohn Jr. (B.A.) to Elise Caragine .

1 9 8 O Marion M. Slawiatynsky CB.A.)

to John Brown.

1 9 9 1 Patrice Mccaulley (B.A.)
to Scott Mikell.

John N. Stathakis, D.O. (B.S.)

1960

James T. Richard Sr., Ed.D. (B.S.)

of Holland , Pa., had two articles selected for
reprinting in a collection on executive coach ing published by the American Psychological
Association. The articles cover the definition
and evolution of executive coaching from
1995 to 2005.

David Rogers, F.S.C. (B.A.) of Philade lphia ,
Pa., is celebrating his 50th Jub ilee as
a Christian Brother this year.

1962

REUNION YEAR

cross-enrollees at De La Salle University from
Philippine Normal University. He presented

1 9 7 3 Janice E. Ginsber1 (B.A.)

to Jennifer Ann Douglas.

1959

of Scottsdale , Ariz. , is a partner in the
Fami ly Practice Specialists Corporation
in Phoenix , Ariz.

Joseph Scheiter, F.S.C. , Ph.D. (B.A.) teaches

to Don Holloschutz.

t 978

papers at the Philippine Semiconductor
and Electronics Convention, the Institute
of Integrated El ectrical Engineers, and
t he Ph ilippine Physics Societ y. He hosted
a physics wo rkshop at Makati Public High
School in the Philippines .

Jennifer L. Seemuller (B.A., M.B.A. '07)

2 OOO Julia Drew (B.A.) to Nathan R.
Reese (B.S.).

Melissa M. Menkevich (B.A.) to Ivan Rose.
2 OO3 Marie Cislo (B.S.) to William J.
Tierney (B.A.).

Martin D. Delaney to Kristen M. Wasekanes
(B.A. '04).
Kimberly A. Evans (B.A.) to Charles Sanders.
Keelyn Kluck (B.A.) to Craig J. Radzwich.

William L. Heni1han II (B.S.) to Alysia C. Yost
(B.A. '03).

Alisa M. Winsett (B.A.) to Paul J. Elstone Jr.

to Thomas Kutz .

2 OO1 Eric J. Leona (B.A.) to Katerina

Jennifer McGowan (B.A.) to Kevi n Trainer.

Plockova.

Alysia C. Yost (B.A.) to William L. Henighan II
(B.S. '00).

1 9 9 3 Moira A. Brown (B.A.)

2 O0 4

Mar1aret G. Betancourt (B.A.)

Albert T. Vertino Ill (B.A.) to Beth Rosenbluth.

James Na1elberg (B.A.) to Bridget Mullaney.

1 9 9 4 Raphael J. Ho Tai Jr. (B.A.)

2 OO2 Nick Croce (B.A.) to Katie Kinzel
(B.A. '04).

Katie Kinzel (B.A.) to Nick Croce (B.A. '02).

Christopher E. Hu1hes (B.S.) to Elisabeth

Eileen M. Morrison (B.A.) to Joseph S.
Miller (B.S.).

to Sharon L. Marsh.

1 9 9 7 Carolyn Bonner (B.A.) to James Eagan.
Bernadette B. Diccion (Certif.) to Gary Dipple.
19 9 8

David A. Infante (B.S.)

to Kristie Camiolo.
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to Patrick Quinn IV.

Kimmel.

Alexis M. Karras (B.A.) to Ryan Craale (B.A.).
Maureen Ann Keys (B.A.) to Andrew
Metz1er (B.S.).

Kristen M. Wasekanes (B.A.) to Martin D.
Delaney ('03).
2 0 0 5 Katie Heisler {B.A.) to Jason
Blitzstein.

notes

1963

James C. Davidheiser, Ph .D. of
Sewanee, Tenn., was selected for the 2006
Jacqueline Elliott Award for Outstanding
Service in Higher Education from the
Tennessee Foreign Language Teaching
Association. This award is given annually
to recognize outstanding contributions for
the promotion of language and intercultural
understanding among students . He is
a professor of German at Sewanee : The
Uni versity of the South.

1965

Alfred J. Michini (B.S.) of Lansdale,
Pa., was named Chief Financial Officer
of North Bay Resources Inc., a wholly owned
subsidiary of Enterayon Inc. He is also a
member of the company's Board of Directors.
Timothy 0. Tobin (B.S.) of Voorhees , N.J .,
retired from L-3 Communications as
a manager of engineering after 20 years
of service .

1966

Col. (Ret.) Werner G. Schmidt Jr. (B.A.) of
Boiling Springs, Pa., was inducted into the
U. S. Army Ordinance Corps Hall of Fame
at Aberdeen Proving Ground , Md. Prior
to his retirement, he served on active duty
for 30 years. He an d hi s wife, Delia Ann,
have been married for 42 years.

1964

Donald F. McAvoy Jr. of Jeffersonville,

Pa., welcomed three grandchi ldren born
in 20 0 6, for a t ot al of seven grandchi ldren.

James P. Gillece Jr. (B.A.) of Baltimore, Md., was selected a Maryland Super
Lawyer for 2007. He is an accomp lished
litigator with a strong emphasis on labor
and employment matters.
John M. Kramer (B.A.) of Fredericksburg,
Md., received the Grellet C. Simpson Award
for Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching,
the highest teaching honor at the University
of Mary Washington. He is a University
Distinguished Professor and Chair of the
Department of Political Science.

Joseph D. Murphy (B.A.) of Ewing, N.J. ,
is organizing the Educational Support
Professionals (ESP) for the New Jersey
Education Association and developing career
training and programs for the association's
members. He has also arranged partnerships
with the New Jersey Community College
Consortium and Thomas Edison State
College to offer associate degree programs
to ESP members .

Edward J. Weklar, Jr. (B.A.) of Arlington, Va. ,
retired from the Department of Veterans
Affairs after 30 years of service.

1969

Alexander S. Micko , C.P.A. (B.S.)

of Medford, N.J., was named President
of Alexander and Associates, Certified
Public Accountants.

John W. Remshard , C.P.A. (M.B.A.) of Lower

John P. Penders, Esq. (B.A.) of Media, Pa.,
is the newest panel member for ADR Options
Inc ., a provider of mediation, arbitration,
and mock trial services. He retired from
practicing law after 41 years with Marshall ,
Dennehey, Warner, Coleman , and Goggin .

and has been living in the United Kingdom
for the past five years with his wife of
40 years, Eileen.

1967
1968

REUNION YEAR
Joseph M. Dougherty II , J.D. (B.S.)

of Twyford , Great Britain, started an international legal management consulting firm

Gwynedd , Pa., joined the Board of Directors
of Hooper Holmes Inc ., a global provider
of outsourced risk assessment and medical
evaluation solutions to the life , health,
property, and casualty insurance industries .

SP RI NG 2 0 0 7
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notes
Thomas Shearer (B.A.) of Malvern, Ohio,
retired after 2 0 years of service as Superintendent of the Carrol l County Board of
Mental Retardation and Deve lopmental
Disabilities. He is a member of the full-time
faculty of Stark State College in Canton, Ohio.

Alum Honored For Civic and Community Involvement

19 70

Leo J. Robb (B.S .) of Philadelphia ,
Pa ., returned from his travels to California
and Hawaii in February 2006 and welcomed
his 10th grandchild in July.
Raymond Theilacker, Ed .O. (B.A.) of Media,
Pa., was honored with the President 's Award
for Leadership at the Commencement of
Wilmington College. This award is presented
to a graduating senior for outstanding
leadership and dedication to the philosophy
of the college.

William C. Walsh (B.A.) of Washington, D.C.,
was appointed Vice Chairman for Policies
and Programs on the Board of Directors of
the Institute for Religion and Public Policy
in Washington , D.C. He also serves as
Chairman of the lnstitute's Religious Expert
Panel, which analyzes international legislation
to determine if it complies with human rights
standards. He is an international human rights
lawyer specializing in religious freedom
and is a partner in the law firm Bisceglie
and Walsh.
19 7 1

James F. Connor (B.S.) of Chesterton ,
Ind ., ret ired from U.S . Steel - European
Operations as the Chief Financial Officer
after 35 years of service .
Gary L. Crawford, Esq. (B.A.) of Derwood,
Md., was appointed to a 10-year term as
Judge for the District Court of Maryland
by Gov. Robert Ehrlich Jr.

Richard E. Kreipe , M.O. (B.S.) of Rush, N.Y.,
was elected President of the Society for
Adolescent Medicine for 2008-09 .
19 7 2
Wayne M.
Romanczuk (B.S.) of Newark, Del., is the
Executive Vice President and Chief Financial
Officer of Burris Logistics.

Thomas P. Walsh , Jr. (M.B.A.) of Lansdale,
Pa ., retired after 36 years of service as
a manager for United Parcel Service. He is
enjoying a second career as an agent with
RE / MAX of Ocean City, N .J.

19 74

Lt. Col. (Ret.) John S. Wargo (B.A.)

of Gurnee, Ill. , coached his JROTC Drill Team
to its fifth city championship and fourth
since his arrival at Hubbard High School.
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Four of the cadets have been ide nt ified
by the city for exce ption al performance
and academic excellence.

1975

Lawrence Bowman, Esq. (B.A.)

of Dal las, Texas, was na med a 20 0 6 Texas
Super Lawyer by Law & Politics, appearing

notes
in the October issue of Texas Monthly. He
practices in the areas of complex commercial
litigation regarding contractual , tort ,
construction , product liability, intellectual
property, and antitrust and securities law
matters. He was also named a Texas Super
Lawyer in 2005 .

of service as a Commander. He is a senior
government employee at the Defense Finance
and Accounting Service in Columbus , Ohio.

State Rep. Catherine (Kelly) Harper, Esq. (B.A.)
1 9 7 8 Joseph Bille (B.A.) of Burbank, Calif.,
was promoted to Manager of Warner Bros.
Music Library and Research at Warner Bros .
Studio in Burbank, Calif.

Karen (Fraunfelter) Burnett, P.G. (B.S.)
of Punta Gorda, Fla. , is the Director
of Adm inistration at EarthBalance .

Brig. Gen. Yves J. Fontaine (B.S.) was
nominated for promotion to Major General
from Deputy Chief of Staff, G- 4 , U.S. Army
Europe and 7th Army.

Robert G. Johnson Sr. (B.S.) of Ph iladelphia, Pa. ,
retired as Administrator for the Philadelphia
City Counc il.

John J. Murray, C.P.A. (B .S.) of Brigantine ,
N.J. , was re-elected Councilman-at-large
for the city of Brigantine for the third time .

John S. Pizzo (B.S.) of Philadelphia , Pa .,
earned an M.B.A. from St. John 's University
in Rome , Italy, where he has studied sin ce
fall 2005.

1976

Joseph J. Buonpastore (B.S.) of
Doylestown, Pa ., was promoted to Senior
District Manager of Xanodyne Pharmaceuticals.

governs the worldwide activ ities of the
organization , and is Global Chairman -elect.

Susan Cattie (B.A.) of Jenkintown , Pa. , won
a Fulbright Memorial Fund scholarship to
study in Japan for three weeks. The program
aims to help U.S. educators better understand Japan so they can incorporate their
knowledge into the school curriculum. She is
an English teacher at Methacton High School
in Fairview Village, Pa .
Donald DeGrazia , C.P.A. , A.B.V. (B.S.) of
Cherry Hill , N.J. , spoke at two international
I ntegra conferences , the 2006 Integra World
Conference in Rome , Italy, on " Valuation
of an Accounting Practice" and lntegra 's
Europe , Middle East , India , and Africa
Conference in Istanbul , Turkey, on " The
International Cost of Capital. " He is President
of the Americas , Asia, and Australia section
of lntegra International , a worldwide association of independent certified public
accounting firms . He also serves on the
firm 's Global Executive Committee, which

of Lower Gwynedd , Pa ., was named 2006
Citizen of the Year by Lower Gwynedd
Township for her longtime commitment
to open-space preservation . She is a state
representative for Montgomery County, Pa .

Dian Taylor-Pringle (B.S. ) of Lansdowne , Pa .
was appointed Director of Human Resources
for the Society of the Holy Child Jesus ,
a global Catholic mission organization.
Edna Volz (B.A.) of Plymouth Meeting, Pa .,
joined the Process Innovation Center at
Children 's Hospital of Ph iladelphia as a senior
process manager after 27 years in health care information technology with Siemens
Medical Solutions Health Servi ces Corp .
19 7 9

Joseph Eisenhardt, Jr. (B .A.) of
Haddonfield , N.J., was appointed Chief
of Police of the Barrington , N.J., Police
Department.
1 9 8 0 Robert A. Gottl ieb (B.A. ) of Morrisville , Ind ., was appointed Chief Executive
Officer of lntegraGen Inc. , a health -care
company focusing on the development and

Col. Thomas Collins (B.A.) of Norristown , Pa. ,
retired from the U.S. Army after serving
as Deputy Commander, then Commander,
of a Joint Task Force in Iraq . He serves as
the Civilian Chief of Operations and Plans
at Fort Dix, N .J .

Gerald T. Hathaway, Esq. (B.A.) of Millburn ,
N.J ., was named to the Board of Visitors
at the University of Pittsburgh School of
Law. He was appointed to provide candid ,
comprehensive, and informed reactions
to the law school 's educational objectives
and programs and to provide advice on
its planning efforts.

Paul F. Schneider (B.A.) of Langhorne, Pa .,
celebrated his 10th anniversary at Paul
Schneider Public Relations Inc.
The Rev. Martin Schratz, O.F.M. Cap. (B.A.) of
Tampa , Fla ., was appointed Parochial Vicar
at Most Holy Redeemer Church in Tampa.
19 77
Cmdr. (Ret.)
Thomas M. Grady (B.A.) of Columbus, Ohio,
retired from the U.S . Navy after 28 years

Several alumni of The Masque, La Salle's student theater group, met for a mini reunion in New London Township, Pa.,
recently. (From left) John McComb, '94, Amy Grofcsik Bucher, '94, Thomas Conway, '94, an adjunct faculty member
in La Salle's Religion Department, Jen O'Connor Smoyer, '94, and Matthew Castrina, '94. Also pictured is future
Explorer Arden Bucher.
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commercialization of molecu lar diagnostic
tests for comp lex diseases.

William J. Maher (B.S.) of Moorestown, N.J. ,
celebrated his 20th anniversary at CIG NA
Corporation in September. He is the Finance
Controller for CIGNA's Human Resources
and Services division in Philadelphia, Pa .

Robert Sittmann (B.A.) of Morris Plains , N.J.,
was named Senior Vice President for NGL
and Petroleum Commodity Trading for Noble
Americas Inc.

Pa ., was appointed Vice President, Controller,
and Chief Accounting Officer for Airgas Inc.

1 9 8 1 Linda Manfredonia, Esq. CB.A.)

Christopher E. Trotter (B.S.) of Rahway,
N.J., received a grant to work in community
outreach with Hispanic col lege students
in Elizabeth , N.J. The objectives of the grant
are to increase the persistence and retention
rate for non-English as a Second Language
first-year Hispanic students througti a twocomponent program .

Carlton A. Payne, Ph.D. (B.A.) of Philadelphia ,
Pa ., published a step -by-step guide, Triumph
over Tragedy, addressing the issues of
overcoming adversity and achieving your
self-i deal.

N.J., teaches third grade at St. Cecilia
School in Pennsauken , N.J. She earned
a Certified Employee Benefits Specialist
(CEBS) certification in 2006.

Thomas Smyth, C.P.A. (M.B.A.) of Ph iladelphia,

of Jenkintown, Pa ., was named one of the
Best 50 Women in Business by Northeast
Pennsylvania Business Journal.

Marcus Nowak (B.A.) of Howel l, N.J ., trains
the national crew teams and worked with
them at the 2002 Olympics in Greece .

Donna (Thorp) Maher (B.A.) of Moorestown ,

19 82
Ethel Forrest
(B.A.) of Philadelphia , Pa ., welcomed her
first grandchild in February 2006 .

William D. Shields (B.S.) of Wilmington , Del. ,
is Vice President for Gehr Plastics U.S.A .,
a leading plastics manufacturer with sites
in six different countries .

1983

Lawrence E. Burns CB.A.) of Horsham ,
Pa. , was elected to the Board of Directors of
the Visiting Nurses Association- Community
Services . The agency provides primary
health -care services to uninsured and underinsured children at their clinics in Abington
and Norristown, Pa ., and provides in-home
elder care. He is Vice President and Senior
Commercial Lending Officer at Firstrust
Bank in Conshohocken , Pa .
Daniel F. O'Brien, C.P.A. (B.S.) of Malvern ,
Pa ., was named Chief Financial Officer for
AmeriChoice Health Plans of Pennsylvania,
Delaware , and Maryland . AmeriChoice is
a division of United Health.

Births and Adoptions
19 84

A daughter, Madeline Rose,
to Amanda and Dennis T. Owens CB.A.).

1 9 8 6 A son, Ryan, to Doris and William I.
Scargle Jr. (B.S.).
1 9 8 7 A daughter, Emma Marie, to Stephen
and Rosemarie (Carosella) Miller CB.A.).
1 9 8 8 A son, Andrew Michael, to Thomas
and Elaine R. (Mudry) Harkins CB.A.).
19 8 9

An adopted daughter, Hannah, from
South Korea to Joseph and Molly (Gillespie)

Fiandra CB.A.).

1 9 9 1 Twin daughters, Natalie and Mallory,
to James and Cathyann (Ries) Dalaimo CB.A.).
A son, Nicholas Andrew, to Paul J. Zakrzewski,
D.D. (B.A.) and Laura L. (Reigstad) Zakrzewski
CB.A. '92, M.A. '94) .

1 9 9 2 Twins, Jane Marie and George
Thomas, to Susan (Schwab) Hohenleitner
(B.S.) and Joseph F. Hohenleitner (B.S. '93).
A boy, Christian Sands, to Kimberly and

Robert S. Lawrie CB.A.).
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A son , Nicholas Andrew, to Laura L. (Reigstad)
Zakrzewski CB.A., M.A. '94) and Paul J.
Zakrzewski, D.D. CB.A. '91).

1 9 9 3 A daughter, Charlotte Grace,
to Margaret and Lawrence C. Berran (B.S.).
Twins, Jane Marie and George Thomas,
to Joseph F. Hohenleitner (B.S.) and Susan

(Schwab) Hohenleitner (B.S. '92).
1 9 9 4 A daughter, Tess Elizabeth, to Scott
and Heather L. (Mirabelli) Phillips CB.A.).
A son, Brendan Arthur, to Arthur and

Theresa (Delaney) Whitchurch (B.A.).
1 9 9 5 A daughter, Annabella Stephanie,
to Julie and Steven N. Burke CB.A.).
A son, Braeden William, to Tim and Dana A.

(Fallano) Melia CB.A.).
A daughter, Mary Katherine, to Joseph
and Coleen (McDermott) Seiberlich (B.S.).

1 9 9 6 A son, Brayden Frederick, to Kevin
and Susan (Barr) Shannon (M.A.) .

1 9 9 9 A son, John David, to Megan J. (Carey)
Lottier (B.S.) and John D. Lottier (B.S.).

Joseph G. O'Neill (M.A.) of Newtown, Pa. ,
was promoted to Vice President of Internal
Commun ications for AECOM , a leading global
provider of design, engineering, program
management, construction management,
and operations and maintenance support.

Robin L. Smith, Ph.D. CB.A.) of Philadelph ia,
Pa ., was featured in 0, The Oprah Magazine,
in April 2006 and appears regularly on
The Oprah Winfrey Show as a psychological
consultant.

1984

John R. Gimpel, D.O. (B.A., M.Ed. '00)

of Lafayette Hill , Pa ., received the Ohio
University College of Osteopathic Medicine's
Phillips Medal of Public Service at the
College's 31st convocation ceremony. He is
Vice President of Clin ical Skills Testing
at the National Board of Medical Examiners'
National Cente r in Conshohocken , Pa .,
and was honored for his teaching, medicaleducation innovation, family medicine
practice, and academic medical scholarship.

Dennis T. Owens (B.A.) of Harrisburg, Pa .,
won a regional EMMY award for general
assignment reporting . He is also the main TV
anchor of the six o'clock news on WHTM -TV,
the ABC affiliate in Harrisburg, Pa .
198 5 Paul Tursi (B.A.) of Riverside , N.J .,
was promoted to Chief of Police in Riverside
Township, N.J.

notes

In Memoriam: William J. Binkowski '48

1986

James B. Begley (B.A.) of Bridgeton ,
N.J ., a sales representative with Hough
Petroleum, was elected Mayor of Bridgeton
by defeating a two-term incumbent.

Minds of the 21st Century, the International
Biographical Centre of Cambridge, England,
Dictionary of International Biography, and Who's
Who in Catholic Life (Britain and Ireland) .

Kevin M. Cregan, M.D. (B.A.) has relocated
to North Carolina with his wife, Laura,
and their four children. He has joined the
private practice of Wayne Radiologists, P.A. ,
in Goldsboro, N.C.

1 9 9 0 Hoyt J. Phillips (M.B.A.) of
Greensboro, N.C., was named President of
the Greensboro Chamber of Commerce.

at Harvard University in Boston , Mass.,
in July 2006. He joined the Orthoped ic
& Sports Medicine Special ists group in
Alexandria, La.

Richard L. Schleicher, C.P.M., R.P.A. (M.B.A.)

Paul Possinger, Esq. (B.A.) of Chicago, Ill. ,
joined Winston & Strawn , LLP, as a partner.

of Philadelphia , Pa ., joined CB Richard Ellis
in Philadelphia as Managing Director of
Asset Services. He is the team 's leader in
managing the company's office, industrial,
retail, and flex asset portfolio.

198 7
Msgr.
Edward J. Filardi (B.A.) of Washington ,

1 9 9 1 Anthony P. Angelo (B.S.) of Sewell ,

19 94

D.C ., performed his first-ever blessing
of a congressional office for a Mississippi
Congressman, Brian Bilbray.

N.J., was named Senior Vice Pres ident of
Clinical Operations for Home Health Corp.
of America in King of Prussia , Pa .

1 9 8 8 Steven J. Coper (M.B.A.) of Downingtown , Pa. , participated in his 38th Mummers
Parade on New Year's Day as a member
of the Fralinger String Band.

Mark E. Lomax (B.A.) of Warrington, Pa .,
was promoted to the rank of major with
the Pennsylvania State Pol ice. He was
also appointed Director of the State Police
Bureau of Training and Education in
Hershey, Pa.

Louis DiCriscio, C.P.A. (B.S.) of Lebanon ,
N.J., is the Senior Vice President and Chief
Financial Officer at the Corcoran Group,
the largest residential real estate company
in New York City.

1992

The Rev.

Paul Rimassa, Ed.D. (M.A.) of Trenton, N.J., is
the first full-time priest of the historic Trinity
Episcopal Church in Princeton borough.

Lt. Col. Niel Johnson, M.D. (B.A.) of Linden,
N.C., returned from Iraq in January 2006.
He and his wife, Penny, and their three sons
have relocated to Fort Bragg, N.C.

1 9 8 9 The Rev. James O'Halloran, S.D.B.
(M.A.) of Dublin, Ireland, is featured
in Marquis' Who's Who in the World, the
American Biographical lnstitute's Great

1993

Daniel L. Destefano (M.S.) of
Avondale, Pa ., was promoted as Head
of Enterprise Architecture and Innovation
at AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals in
Wilmington, Del.

William Dougherty (B.A.) of
Havertown , Pa ., is Principal of Glenwood
Elementary School in Media , Pa . He is
also a doctoral candidate at lmmaculata
University.
Matthew Gallagher (B.A.) of Baltimore,
Md., was named Deputy Chief of Staff
to the Governor of Maryland .

James Regan (B.S.) of Bensalem, Pa. , the
Chief Executive Officer of Market Resource
Partners, and his business partner and classmate , John Butler (B.S. '94) , were identified
by Phi lade! ph ia 100 as the 11th fastestgrowing privately held enterprise in the
10-county Philadelphia region .

1995

Michael Maguire (M.B.A.) of
Mechanicsburg, Pa., was promoted to
Assistant Vice Pres ident for Commercial
Markets Underwriting with PMA Insurance
Group.

Paul E. Fenn Jr., M.D. (B.A.) of Alexandria, La.,
finished his fellowship in orthopedic surgery
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In Memoriam
of New Haven, Conn., on July 31, 2006.

1 9 3 7 Philip A. Lyons, Ph.D. (B.S.)

1 9 5 0 The Rev. John G. Fala, of
Philadelphia, Pa. , on Sept. 17, 2006.

1 9 4 3 William J. Magarity (B.S.)

John Helwig Jr., M.D. (B.S.) of Glenside, Pa.,

of Flourtown, Pa., on Sept. 18, 2006.

194 4

Joseph N. Aceto, M.D. (B.S.)

of Drexel Hill, Pa ., on Jan . 9, 2007.

John R. Moosbrugger (B.A.) of Levittown, Pa.,
on Jan. 29, 2007.

195 5

E. Donald Congo of Cherry Hill, N.J. ,

on Oct. 1, 2006.

on July 14, 2006.

1 9 5 1 C. Raymond Larkin Sr. (B.S.)

Robert F. Costello Sr. (B.S.) of Philadelphia,

of Drexel Hill, Pa., on Oct. 6, 2006.

Pa., on Aug. 4, 2006.

Harry T. Rein (B.S.) of Southampton, Pa.,

Matthew J. McGonigle (B.A.) of Lower

on Dec. 2, 2006.

Makefield, Pa., on Nov. 26, 2006.

Br. Robert F. Wise, F.S.C. (B.A.) of

1 9 5 2 Richard A. Bedford, M.D. CB.A.)

19 5 6

Philadelphia, Pa., on Sept. 10, 2006.

of Avalon, N.J. on Jan. 23, 2007.

Pa., on Oct. 11, 2006.

1 9 4 7 Robert A. Gorski (B.S.) of Newark,
Del., on Aug. 23, 2006.

Joseph J. Deck (B.A.) of Glenside , Pa.,

Edward J. Friel Jr. (B.S.) of Wyncote, Pa.,

on Dec. 17, 2006.

on Nov. 9, 2006.

Edgar C. Smith, M.D. (B.S.) of Las Vegas,
Nev., on Oct. 31, 2006.

Edward J. Leet (B.S.) of Ardmore, Pa.,
on Sept. 12, 2006.

1 9 4 8 John F. Moore (B.A.) of Waterford,
Conn., on July 3, 2006.

John L. Wolstenholme (B.S.) of Fort Myers,
Fla., on Sept. 13, 2006.

William F. Keating (B.A.) of Philadelphia, Pa .,

of New York, N.Y. , on Dec . 12, 2006.

John A. Margraf (B.A.) of Cherry Hill , N.J.,

Thomas J. Fleming (B.S.) of Plymouth

on May 15, 2006.

John G. McSherry (B.S.) of Philadelphia, Pa.,
on Sept. 1, 2006.

1 9 4 9 Thomas J. Cullen (B.S.) of
Philadelphia, Pa. , on Dec. 28, 2006.

Calif., on Oct. 14, 2006.

William A. Dondero (B.A.) of Beach Haven,

of Brielle, N.J., on Jan. 7, 2007.

Vincent J. Mcshane (B.S.) of Washington
Township, N.J., on Dec. 16, 2006.

Francis J. Salley (B.A.) of Wilmington, Del.,
on Sept. 18, 2006.

1 9 5 7 Peter J. Boyle, D.H.L. (B.A.)

on Jan. 17, 2006.

Alexander J. Takach (B.S.) of Orange County,

N.J., on July 1, 2006.

A. John Franck (B.S.) of Abington,

1953

Richard R. Ryan, M.D. (B.S.)

Vita A. Valecce, M.D. (B.S.) of Haddonfield,
N.J., on Sept. 20, 2006.

1954

Engelbert C. Dettling (B.S.)

of Philadelphia, Pa. , on July 25, 2006.

Meeting, Pa., on Sept. 24, 2006.

Joseph P. Gaynor (B.S.) of Hamilton , Ohio,
on July 5, 2006.

19 58

Richard H. Fabris of Jersey City,

N.J ., on July 27, 2006.

Raymond J. Kelly (B.S.) of Glenside, Pa.,
on Sept. 3, 2006.

Robert B. Lydon (B.S.) of Lansdale, Pa.,
on Jan. 4, 2007.

Daniel J. Rittler (B.S.) of Lansdale, Pa.,
on Aug. 6, 2006.

Thomas J. Haughey of Westmont, N.J.,
on Sept. 3, 2006.

Kirsten T. Quinn (B.A.) of Ph iladelphi a, Pa .,
was appointed Chai r of Speech and Theatre
at Commun ity College of Ph iladelph ia and
is a member of Actors Equity. She is also
engaged to Ari Benjamin Bank .
Christine (Nolte) Dustin (B.A.) of
Laurel , Md ., is studying for an M.S. in Pastoral
Counsel ing at Loyol a College of Maryland .

Rocco Decicco (B .A.) of Woodside , N.Y. ,

Kerri Crowne, Ph.D. (M.B.A.) of Norristown ,

completed an M.A. in International Commun ication at Rutgers, The State Un iversity
of New Jersey. He also taught graduate
communication courses for La Salle
Uni versity in Athens , Greece.

Pa ., successfully defended her dissertation
and earned a Ph .D. from Temple Un iversity 's
Fox School of Business in Human Resources
and Organizational Behavior. She is
an Ass istant Professor of management
at Widener Un iversity.

1996

Andrew R. Whearty (B.A.) of Berlin, N.J., was
promoted to Assistant Genera l Manager of
Seacrets Bar and Grill in Ocean City, Md.

1997
Kurt A.
Barwis (M.B.A.) of Leonardtown , Md ., was
named President of Bristol Hospital and
Hea lth care Group.
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Daniel Ferry (B.S.) of Jen kintown , Pa ., joined
Milestone Part ners as Director of Business
Development. His pri mary role is to lead the
firm 's efforts in deal sourcing and managing
its proprietary referral network .

Daniel P. Friedland (M.B.A.) of Lansdale , Pa .,
was promoted to Director of Ancillary and
Specialty Networks for Health Partners
in Ph iladelphia , Pa .

1998

Kerry R. O'Conner (B.A.) of Phi ladelphia , Pa .,

Christopher J. Cosentino (M.A.)

of Austin , Texas, is Principal at St. John 's
Catholi c Preparatory School in Frederick, Md .

is engaged to Olivia Lindquist. A September

2007 wedding is planned at the Morris
Arbo retum in Chestnut Hi ll.

notes

In Me m Ori am

continued

1 9 6 0 John J. Funk (B.S.) of Warminster,
Pa. , on Nov. 4, 2006.

1969

N.J., on July 1, 2006.

1 9 7 7 John F. Corley (B.A.) of Philadelph ia,
Pa. , on Sept. 29, 2006.

David J. Kerwood (B.A.) of Doylestown , Pa. ,

Claude R. Epps Jr. (B.S.) of Havertown , Pa .,

Ruediger E. Von Koeckeritz (B.A.) of Hanover,

on Oct. 8 , 2006.

on Oct. 23 , 2006.

Pa ., on Aug. 7, 2006.

William J. McBride Sr. (B.A.) of Philadelphia ,

William R. Ruser (B.S.) of Collegeville, Pa .,

Pa ., on Aug. 5, 2006.

on Aug. 9, 2006.

1 9 8 0 Ernest F. Keller (B.A.) of Doylestown ,
Pa., on Nov. 2, 2006.

C. Peter Cambell (B.A.) of Land ing,

William J. Timmins (B.S.) of Southampton ,

1 9 7 0 James P. Chynoweth (B.A.)

Kevin M. Trotter (B.S.) of Lansdale, Pa .,

Pa ., on Dec. 8 , 2006.

of Bensalem, Pa., on Dec. 16, 2006.

on Nov. 14, 2006.

1 9 6 1 Richard A. Jones (B.A.) of Oak
Ridge , Tenn. , on Sept. 16, 2005.

Joseph P. Gavin Jr. (B.A.) of Abington , Pa. ,

Stanley A. Vilitski (B.A.) of Norristown , Pa. ,

on Dec. 30, 2006.

on Oct. 12, 2006.

1 9 6 2 Edmond F. Lynch (B.S.) of
Wilmington, Del. , on Oct. 7, 2006.

1 9 7 1 Patrick J. Panikowski (B.A.)

1 9 8 3 Louise (Jackson) Billups (B.S.)

of Feasterville, Pa ., on June 25, 2006.

of Philadelphia , Pa ., on Nov. 16, 2005.

Miles Mahoney (B.A.) of Plymouth , Mass.,

Michael A. Scarpellino (B.S.) of Red Bank,

John S. Flubacher (B.A.) of Winter Harbor,

on Aug. 14, 2006.

N.J ., on June 18, 2006.

Maine, on Dec. 2, 2006.

196 4

John H. McClure (B.S.) of
Doylestown , Pa ., on Nov. 24, 2006.

1 9 7 2 John F. Fuges (B.S.) of Philadelph ia,
Pa ., on June 15, 2006.

of Memph is, Tenn ., on April 13, 2006.

Peter A. Wilson (B.A.) of Niagara Falls, N.Y. ,

1973

Kenneth A. Elliott (B.S.) of
Bensalem , Pa ., on Aug. 31 , 2006.

of Glendora , N.J., on Sept. 6, 2006.

N.J., on Jan . 5, 2007.

1 9 7 4 John P. Mastroni (B.A.) of Chestnut
Hill , Pa., on Oct. 19, 2006.

2 0 0 3 Philip J. Landi (B.S.) of Philadelphia ,
Pa ., on Oct. 14, 2006.

Joseph F. Joyce (B.S.) of Warminster, Pa. ,

Leo Rossi (B.S.) of King of Prussia, Pa .,

on Oct. 13, 2006.

in June 2006.

FACULTY

1966

1 9 7 5 Merwin G. Coe (B.S.) of Lou isville,
Ky. , on June 1, 2006.

on June 22 , 2006.

19 6 5

Joseph G. Devito (B.A.) of Vineland ,

Charles F. Grazioso (B.S.) of Revere,

Pa., on Oct. 19, 2006.

1 9 9 3 Linda M. (Waldner) Waninger (B.A.)

2 0 0 0 Eve T. Murphy-Fallon (B.A.)

Hugh J. Gannon of Norristown , Pa. ,
on Nov. 24, 2006.
Harry J. Gibbons (B.S. '48) of Cape May,

1 9 6 7 Michael J. Corcoran (B.S.)
of Philadelphia, Pa ., on June 20, 2006.

Wayne A. Detwiler (B.A.) of Richmond , Va.,

N.J., on Sept. 6, 2006.

on July 24, 2006.

Daniel J. Ragan (B.S. '53) of Maple Glen,
David J. Novack (B.S.) of Philadelphia, Pa.,

Pa. , on Aug. 6, 2006.

on Oct. 7, 2006.

19 99

Libby Kozanas (B.S.N.) of Rockville ,
Md ., is a transplant coordinator and cl inical
research nurse specialist for t he Ch ief of
Bone Marrow Transplant with the hematology
branch of the National Institute of Heart,
Lung, and Blood Health in Bethesda , Md .

Thomas A. Sarnese (M.B.A.) of Horsham , Pa .,

Brian M. Maragno (B.S.) of Point Pleasant

Christine (Pieri) Barnhart (B.A.) of Ellicott
City, Md ., was elected President of the
Maryland chapter of the Publ ic Re lations
Society of America for 2007.

Beach , N.J. , is engaged to Carolyn Bush .
They are planning a June 2007 wedding.

Brendan O'Hanlon (B.A.) of
Philadelphia , Pa. , was sworn in on Aug . 28 ,
2006 as a police officer for the New Castle
Police Department.

was named Vice President of Cla ims Service
Center Operations for Harleysville Insurance.
He also holds a Chartered Property Casualty
Underwriter (CPCU) designation and is
certified as a Six Sigma Green Belt.

2000

Kelly M. Dimmerling (B.A.) of Ph iladelphia ,
Pa ., earned an M.S. in education from
Temple University and teaches special
education at Orchard Valley Middle School
in Washington Townsh ip, N.J. She is engaged

to Chris Chapman and is plann ing a July
2007 wedd ing.

Mark Schugsta (B.A.) of Cape Coral, Fla. ,
is reporting the weekend news as well
as weekend sports for the NBC affiliate ,
WBBH-TV. His duties include co-anchoring
the weekend morn ing news.

Michele McVeigh (M.B.A.) of
Schwenksville , Pa ., is a clinical data
scientist specializing in on cology clinical
t rials for GlaxoSmithKline , an international
pharmaceutical company.
2001

Justin Serianni, Esq. (B.A.) of North Wales,
Pa ., earned a law degree from Widener
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University School of Law. He is a law clerk
with the Honorable Susan P. Gantman
of the Superior Courts of Pennsylvania.

Ta mara Stavenski -Bennick (B.A .) of
Bethlehem , Pa., completed an M.S.Ed.
in Educational Leadership at Wilkes
University and was awarded a Principal
Certificate. She is an assistant principal
at Dieruff High School in the Allentown
School District.

Hanh Tieu-Nguyen (M .B.A.) of Douglassville,
Pa., was named Deputy Chief Credit Officer
and Senior Vice President at First Priority
Bank in Malvern , Pa.

2002
Kimi K. Alli
(B.S .) of Bronx, N.Y, is engaged to Quency
Phillips, her long-time high school friend.
She is planning a June 2008 wedding
in the Turks and Caicos Islands.

Tracy (Bytof) Giambrone (B.A.) of Philadelphia ,
Pa. is a special education teacher with the
Bucks County Intermediate Unit, teaching
students with autism . She is also a mother
of a 13-month old boy, who keeps her
very busy.

Andrea M. Jones, D.V.M. (B.A.) of Seaford,
Del., received a D.V.M. from the University
of Georgia, graduating cum /aude . She is
an associate veterinarian at Princeton
Animal Hospital in Princeton, N.J.

Grant Lodes (B.A.) of Cape Coral , Fla ., is a
weekend morning news co-anchor in Fort
Myers, Fla., with WBBH-TV, the NBC
affiliate. He also produces and anchors
the weekend evening sportscasts with
the same television station.

Mary A. Marks (B.A.) of Sea Isle City, N.J,
is engaged to Jim Bailey. A November 2007
wedding is being planned.

In Memoriam

Kelly A. Murphy (B.A.) of Philadelphia , Pa., is
engaged to classmate Robert Johnson (B.A.) .
A Christmas wedding is being planned.

The Rev. Richard J. Wojnicki ,
OSFS , '76 ,
passed away
in December
2006. He is
interred in
the Oblate
Cemet ery
adjacent to the
Our Lady of
Light Chapel
at the De Sa les
Centre in
Childs, Md.

Melanie (Coots) Platchek (B.A.) of
Schwenskville, Pa ., earned an M.A . in
education from Villanova University.

Lenora C. Thrower (B.A.) of Deptford, N.J.,
was promoted to Associate Medical Editor
at Ascend Media Healthcare, a medical
publishing company, in Princeton, N.J.
2003

Sharon (Scenna) Argentina (M.B.A.)

of Bristol , Pa., was named to the Board of
Philadelphia Art Alliance. She is Director of
Business Development for Blank Rome , LLP,
a national law firm, and is also a member
of the Steering Committee of the Delaware
Valley Law Firm Marketing Group.

Candice D. Cleere, J.D. (B.A.) of Greenville,
Ohio, earned a Juris Doctorate from Catholic
University of America Columbus School of
Law and passed the Ohio State Bar Exam.
She is commissioned as a first lieutenant
in Air Force JAG and is stationed at Aviano
Air Base in Aviano , Italy.

Father Woj nicki was a member
of the Campus Ministry team from
1988 to 1995.

Joshua E. Schneiderman (B.A.) of Churchville ,
Pa ., received an M.A . in English from the
University of Georgia. He is teaching English
at The Ranney School in Tinton Falls, N.J.

Lawrence J. Knapp (B.A.) of Somerville, N.J.,

2004

is engaged to Sun Chung. He is planning
a September 2007 wedding.

of Jamison, Pa., was named the winner
of the 2006 Philadelphia Bar Foundation
Award at the annual Andrew Hamilton
Gala. He is founder and co-director of the
National Children's Law Network, and is
a member of the Board of the Philadelphia
Children's Alliance. He is also a member
of the American Bar Association Section
of Litigation Children's Rights Litigation
Committee Working Group.

Jess ica (Robuck) McGranaghan (B.A.)
of Philadelphia, Pa. , celebrated the grand
opening of Thumper's East Falls Grill, an
eatery she owns with her husband, Sean.

Frank P. Cervone, J.D. (M .A.)

Anthony M. Koehl (B.S.) of Meridan, Miss.,
graduated from primary flight school and
is in Advance Strike Jet Training, flying
the T-45C Goshawk in Meridian, Miss.

John D. Sprandio Jr. (B.A.) of Philadelphia,
Pa., is a third-year medical student at
Temple University School of Medicine.

Kristy L. Terry (B.A.) of Phila delphia, Pa. ,
is engaged to fellow alum Shaun Cichonsi
(B.A. '05) .

Brigadier General Rebecca Halstead (center), Commanding General of the Third Corps Support Command, presented
Maj. Doug LeVien, '94, (far right) with the Bronze Star Medal and Iraq Campaign Medal on Sept. 1, 2006, in Ba/ad, Iraq.
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2 0 0 5 Patricia Benson (M.B.A.) of
Abington, Pa ., was named Assistant Vice
President for Business and Finance at
Delaware Valley College in Doylestown, Pa.

notes
Michael C. Echan (B.A.) of New Providence,
N. J., interviewed future basebal l Hall
of Farner Roger Clemens whi le he was
in Lakewood, N. J., to watch his son play in
the South Atlantic Minor League playoffs.
Teresa M. Ferrara (B.A.) of Lebanon, Pa.,
received the 2006 Jules Fiorvanti Scholarship from the Justinian Foundation after
she was accepted to the Thomas M. Cooley
School of Law.
James W. Hoagland (B.A.) of Blue Bell, Pa.,
is the proprietor of Cheshire Cat Productions.
He also freelances with graphic art and video
production for the Preston and Steve Show
and has uploaded recent video productions
on YouTube.

Theodore "Ted" Tysak, '80, (right) of Horsham, Pa., a principal scientist in floor care research with the Consumer
and Industrial Specialties division of Rohm and Haas Company in Spring House, Pa., was recently honored with the
company's annual Otto Haas Award for Technical Excellence. The award is given to employees who have contributed
to Rohm and Haas through outstanding technical accomplishments in research productivity or effectiveness.
Award recipients receive a $5,000 grant that is donated to the university of the winner's choice. Tysak directed
his grant to La Salle University.

Sarah E. Punderson (B.A.) of Henniker,
N.H., recei ved an NC AA Women and Ethnic
Minority Grant for women and minorities
interested in worki ng at the admi nistrative
level of college at hletics . She is wo rk ing
toward an M. S. in Strategic Leadership
at New England College in Henniker, N. H.

I

2 0 0 6 Emily A. Irish (B.S.N.) of Bear, Del.,
is an R.N . in Medical I.C.U. at Christi ana
Hospital after completing a critical care
nurse internship.

Paul A. Panepinto (B.A.) of Philadelphia, Pa .,
is a juvenile probation officer for Family
Court of Philadelphia.
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